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“No money in the world can buy a white England shirt.”
Alan Shearer obviously hasn’t been to JJB lately

WHAT’S NEWS

WHAT’S NEWS

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 748675

BEIJING BOUNCE

Olympic Ambassador David
Beckham in Beijing

Good news for sports retailers - the Olympic success of Team GB in
Beijing has meant a surge in interest in sports and the kit needed to take
part in them.
Bike shops and swimming pools across the UK have reported
increases in customers inspired by the likes of Rebecca Adlington in the
pool and triple gold medalist Chris Hoy on the cycle track. And according
to Experian’s latest national retail footfall index, there was a 3.9 per cent
rise in shoppers in July and August.
Sports training aids company Precision Training is also basking in the
reflected glory of Team GB’s exploits. Says David Sanderson, Reydon
Sports’ national sales manager, which owns the brand: “With the recent
success of our Olympians, we have seen a huge surge in demand for our
products. Our training aids are used by clubs and individuals on sports
grounds and parks all over Britain.”
Great Britain’s haul of medals (19 golds, 13 silvers and 15 bronzes)
has spurred the government into announcing a new investment fund for
elite training centres. Sport England has pledged to spend millions of
pounds to give athletes in England the best chance of success at the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Most of the investment
will be at the National Sports Centres run by Sport England.
The International Olympic Committee revealed that the Beijing
Olympics was broadcast to more people in more regions than ever
before, with 4.5billion people tuning in around the world to either TV or
online coverage of the event. Olympic coverage on the BBC peaked at
5.8million viewers for the final of the men’s 100 metres.

DIARY DATES
SPORTS SOURCE ASIA
October 28-31
AsiaWorld - Expo
Hong Kong
THE STAG SHOW 2008
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS
INSIGHT
November 23-24
Four Pillars Hotel,
Cotswold Water Park
ISPO WINTER 09
February 1-4
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
SPORTS SOURCE EUROPE
February 1-4
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
SLIDE
February 15-17
Manchester Central
ISPO CHINA 09
February 19-21
International Convention Centre
Beijing
SMEX
March 9
Wembley Stadium
RUNNING ORDER SHOW
June 28-29
Munich Order Centre
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Richard Cotter: “It
has long been an
ambition of
Berghaus to open
up in London”

FLAGSHIP
BERGHAUS
STORE FOR
COVENT
GARDEN
Berghaus has announced plans
to open its second flagship
store in the UK. The new outlet
will be located in Covent
Garden, London and is due to
open for business in October.
The new store represents
the next stage of Berghaus’
global growth strategy.
Internationally, ‘own retail’ has
played a major role in the
brand’s recent development,
particularly in South Korea and
Japan. The company now has
24 stores in South Korea - it
has ambitions to open up to
400 stores across the Asian
region - and is in the process
of finalising a contract with a
major corporation to license
the brand in China from 2009.
In addition, dedicated ‘shop-inshop’ areas and in-store
concessions are key elements
of Berghaus’ strategy in the
UK and across Europe.
Says Richard Cotter,
Berghaus brand president: “It
has long been an ambition of
Berghaus to open up in
London and Covent Garden
was always the preferred
location. This is an
outstanding opportunity for us
to build on the success of the
first flagship store, showcase
the full spectrum of what the
brand has to offer in London
and raise awareness and drive
demand for Berghaus across
the south of England.”
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REGATTA HARNESSES
ION-MASK TECHNOLOGY
Regatta has become the latest sign-up for the revolutionary ion-mask
enhancement from P2i. The ion-mask process, which offers levels of
breathability and performance protection never before seen on the high
street, will feature on selected products in Regatta’s spring/summer 09
footwear ranges.
Initially developed to protect soldiers from chemical attack, ion-mask
applies a protective layer, just nanometres thick, over the entire surface of
a shoe by means of an ionised gas or ‘plasma’. This not only adds a nanocoating to the external surfaces of the shoe but also the inside, between
and around the individual fibres in the shoe, making it particularly
effective on footwear containing synthetic materials. Extensive evaluation
at the three leading footwear test houses confirms the treatment offers
unprecedented levels of super-hydrophobicity and breathability.
“We’re delighted that Regatta has become the latest consumer brand
to use ion-mask enhancement,” says P2i’s business development director,
Dr Ian Robins. “Since we won an Innovation Award last year at the ispo
show and signed up our first high street brand, the phones haven’t
stopped ringing. There’s no better way for us to showcase the amazing
benefits of ion-mask enhancement than by being able to demonstrate the
technology on a variety of applications from the industry’s leading
manufacturers. Interest has come from a wide range of markets, including
companies involved in performance textiles, bio-consumables and
electronics, proving that the potential of this technology is almost infinite.”
“Like Ian, we have been amazed by the reaction we have received to
our new ion-mask footwear range,” says Graham Rickard, Regatta’s
marketing and product director. “The outdoor industry has been waiting
for an exciting new technology to come along. ion-mask completely hits
the spot and Regatta is one of the first to adopt it, which is fantastic. The
implications in this industry are far-reaching and we hope to be at the
forefront of any new developments.”

WOODALL
CLOCKS UP
50 YEARS
AT GRAYNICOLLS
Gray-Nicolls’ production
manager Tony Woodall
has completed an
impressive 50 years
service with the
company, which was
(right)
founded in 1876 in
Tony Woodall New
r
with forme
Robertsbridge, East
and
n
tai
cap
nd
Zeala
yer
Sussex.
Gray-Nicolls pla id
John Re
Says the
company’s operations
director, Neil Gray: “It is amazing in this
day and age that Tony has reached this milestone and that Tony was working
for Gray-Nicolls before many of us were even born. We are very proud of
Tony’s achievement and would like to take this opportunity to thank him for
all he has done for the company.”
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WHAT’S NEWS

SPONSORSHIP NEWS

ASICS TO OPEN LONDON OUTLET
ASICS is set to open an innovative flagship store on London’s Argyll
Street in October. The outlet will be the second ASICS store
worldwide and the first in Europe, following the launch of the Tokyo
store in February 2007.
The London store will feature two permanent GAIT assessment
areas and a new, high-tech 3D foot scan system.

…SONY has signed a worldwide
endorsement contract with KAKÁ
(pictured). The 2007 World Player of the
Year will promote Sony’s High Definition
HD and a wide range of other Sony
products. Sony plans to feature Kaká in
various HD promotions, including a range of
television commercials and web productions…SHREWSBURY TOWN FC
has announced significant investment into the football club following
the completion of two major sponsorship deals with PROSTAR. The first
deal sees Shrewsbury Town’s new stadium officially named as the
Prostar Stadium, while in a separate agreement Prostar will also
become the official kit supplier to Shrewsbury Town and will supply
kits for all teams from the first team to the school of excellence. Both
deals will run over a four-year period. Prostar has designed new home
and away kits specifically for the Shrews…HI-TEC has been announced
as title sponsor of the WORLD SQUASH CHAMPIONSHIPS, which will
take place in Manchester in October 2008. The company will work in
partnership with Manchester City Council, England Squash, UK Sport,
the North West Regional Development Agency (NWDA), Dunlop Sport,
the ‘Manchester Evening News’ and Sportdiscount.com to deliver the
nine-day event, which is expected to attract the world’s top 64 players
in the men’s championship and the leading 32 players in the women’s
championship. HI-TEC plans to unveil a new range of squash
performance shoes to coincide with the championships…PRECISION
TRAINING has made a Premier League signing after finalising a
partnership with ASTON VILLA to become the club’s official supplier of
specialist training aids. The two-year agreement runs until the end of
the 2009-10 season…England’s star batsman ALASTAIR COOK has
signed a long-term extension to his contract with GRAY-NICOLLS
…SONY EUROPE has extended its sponsorship of the UEFA CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE until 2012...PUMA has announced a number of new kit
sponsorship deals for various rugby and football clubs across the UK.
New football clubs include Colchester United, Dunfermline, Cliftonville,
Falkirk, Leyton Orient, Morecambe and Partick Thistle. Rugby signings
are England and Scotland in Rugby League and Blackheath and
Bradford and Bingley in Rugby Union. The new deals will see Puma
supply team kit, replica kit and trainingwear and adopt the role of the
clubs’ exclusive technical sponsor…Double gold medallist USAIN BOLT
has been approached by VIRGIN MEDIA to be the face of the brand’s
latest advertising campaign… Mobile network O2 has renewed its
sponsorship deal with the ENGLAND RUGBY TEAM for a further four
years. The contract is worth £16m…

GO GREEN TO BEAT THE ECONOMIC BLUES
Environmental measures could be the answer
to combating the economic downturn, with
new research showing that waste prevention,
using less raw material and energy recovery
will be crucial to saving UK companies money
in the face of recession.
More than 85 per cent of companies
questioned by sustainable business expert
Envirowise chose the above actions as a way to
make their businesses more profitable. The
findings follow a warning by the British Chambers
of Commerce on firms facing ‘a difficult and risky
climate’ in the next six to nine months.
“With fuel, energy and raw material
costs continuing to rise and changes in the
economy persisting in creating challenging
marketplaces, there has never been a better
time to lead the way in using resources wisely,
eliminating waste and ultimately raising
environmental standards,” says Elaine Sharp, a
programme manager for Envirowise.

08 SPORTS INSIGHT

Research by various bodies over the past
three years has seen a changing attitude
towards environmental practices. MORI research
in 2005 revealed 60 per cent of businesses had
an environmental policy, compared to just 11
per cent in 2003.
Says Sharp: “The change in management
thinking away from the early-90’s focus on sales
and labour has obviously had an impact. UK
businesses are increasingly recognising that resource
efficiency is not an expense, but a money-saving
measure to be embraced and a responsibility that
should be shared between employers and
employees to have the biggest impact.”
Growing legislation is also increasingly
driving businesses to adopt greener practices,
with directors being held personally liable for
the environmental conduct of their companies. In
the past 10 years the courts handed out
£3million in fines as well as almost eight years
behind bars and more than 170 days of
community service to company directors for noncompliance to legislation.
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“I wouldn’t say I was the best manager in the business, but I was in the top one.”
Brian Clough

SPORT UNLIMITED GETS £36M
Sport England has announced a £36million investment in ‘Sport Unlimited’ an initiative designed to get more children and young people taking part in
sports outside of school.
The three-year programme will enable 900,000 more 11-19-year-olds to
choose from a range of sports, including several in which Team
GB has excelled at the 2008 Olympics such as sailing and cycling, as well as
less traditional sports like dodgeball, snowboarding and American football.
Sport Unlimited offers young people 10-week taster sessions in sports
and aims to get 300,000 participants to join clubs and continue with sport
when the 10 weeks are up. The programme, run by Sport England in
partnership with the Youth Sport Trust and County Sports Partnerships across
England, has already been successfully rolled out in 12 areas and will now be
introduced across the country, resulting in 4,000 new sporting projects being
set up. The scheme will make a significant contribution to the government’s
target of giving children and young people the opportunity to do five hours
of PE and sport a week at school and in the community. The funding is part
of the additional £100million investment in sport for young people
announced by the Prime Minister in 2007.
Says Jennie Price, Sport England chief executive: “This announcement
demonstrates our determination to do everything we can to get more young
people regularly taking part in sport. I particularly welcome the extent to
which the sports on offer through this initiative will be driven and determined

by young people themselves. Having their input
will help sustain their enthusiasm and
commitment to the programme.”
Projects from the 12 ‘trailblazer’ areas
across the country have already delivered
strong results. ‘Sail of the Century’ in South
London, which encouraged 120 young people
to get involved in kayaking and sailing, led to
local clubs running specific competitions and
regattas for the young people and providing
Jennie Price, Sport
them with opportunities to gain qualifications
England chief executive
in the sport.
In the east of England Active Norfolk
surveyed 25,000 young people to find out exactly what sports they
wanted to take part in. Forty-four projects were then delivered including
‘Skiing after school’ - a chance for young people from rural South Norfolk
to try snowboarding and skiing at Norfolk Ski Club. Ninety-four per cent of
the young people who took part in the project completed the course.
Says Steve Grainger, chief executive of the Youth Sport Trust: “The
Youth Sport Trust welcomes this new initiative, which plays an
extremely important role in encouraging more young people into sport and
builds on the vital work that is already taking place in school and
community sport to get youngsters more active and engaged in a range of
sporting activities.”

TRANSFER MARKET
…RONHILL has made two new appointments to its sales team. JON WILD, a former international athlete, takes over as UK sales manager, handing
responsibility for North West England, Scotland and Ireland to ANDREW NORMAN, who joined Ronhill from Sweatshop. NORMAN has twice been British
national champion and competed at the World Cross Country Championships and the Commonwealth Games…NIKE has promoted ERIC SPRUNK to the
newly created role of vice president for product. Sprunk, 44, has been with Nike for 15 years working in senior financial, product and global
management roles… BERGHAUS has appointed MATT KEMP as head of global retail and promoted MIKE CLARK to retail operations manager…RUSSELL
THOMAS has joined GENESIS GROUP INTERNATIONAL LTD, the exclusive licensee for teamsports for PUMA…
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Sports Insight Magazine
has expanded its circulation to include
the Republic of Ireland
Contact us to discuss how we can help you promote your
brand to this lucrative market place in the leading sports
trade magazine

+44 (0) 1206 505947
info@sports-insight.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk

TEAMWEAR FOR PERSONALISATION

www.gamegear.co.uk
01332 85 83 85
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

H2O AUDIO
Have you ever been able to listen
to music under water? Well now
you can - and it’s an amazing
sensation. Most athletes and
active enthusiasts have some form
of music player - now they can use
it come rain or shine in or out of
the pool/sea.
H2O Audio is the leading
watersports music company
offering 100 per cent waterproof
headphones and MP3 armbands
that are designed for swimmers,
surfers, wakeboarders,
kiteboarders, paddlers and
triathletes. TKC Sales Ltd has been
appointed as the exclusive
distributor for H2O Audio in the
UK and Ireland. The launch of H2O
Audio’s new generation of
waterproof cases (Amphibx) and
headphones (Surge) is a great
opportunity to establish well-

KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

12 SPORTS INSIGHT

managed distribution for this
product offering.
To achieve the sales potential
and ongoing consumer awareness,
TKC Sales is launching
H2OAudio.co.uk in late September
along with an intensive PR
programme through to Christmas
to generate national press
coverage in newspapers,
supplements, magazines and
online. For trade customers, TKC

Sales has prepared an introductory
‘Authorised Dealer Offer’ that
includes start-up stock, web
directory listing, great margin and
an excellent point of sale
(bubbling illuminated water tank
with H2O Audio product and mock
iPod) to deliver the key product
performance message.
For further details call
0870 8700150 or email
sales@tkcsales.co.uk
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SPORT INDUSTRY
GROUP

www.sportindustry.biz

SHOTZ UK
LAUNCH
Shotz, the all-Australian sports
nutrition brand, has launched
through ASSIST (www.assist.co.uk)
Carbo Shotz and Shotz Electrolyte
in the UK and Europe - great value,
straightforward, no-nonsense
sports nutrition that puts the user
in control.
The marketing campaign
introduces Carl and Todd, athletes
that Shotz sports nutrition would
like you to beat.
For full details of Shotz Electrolyte
tablets and Shotz Carbo gels visit
www.assist.co.uk/shotz and get
yourself a free product sample.
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KIT STOP
Essential stock for your shop

NUMBER ONE DEALERS FOR THE
NUMBER ONE PERFORMANCE
RUNNING BRAND*
In the coming months ASICS will be running a comprehensive marketing
campaign to promote the expertise and experience of its accredited
‘Ichiban Dealers’.
In the Japanese language, ‘Ichiban’ means number one. That’s why
ASICS has highlighted its most highly-skilled running retail specialists
with Ichiban status. The benefits of this exclusive programme include:
■ Exclusive products
■ Free delivery
■ Exclusive advertising
■ Full PR/POS package
■ SMS consumer adverts
■ Exclusive staff training
■ Gait analysis offers
■ Planned support for your local races
The Ichiban logo is the customer’s guarantee that they will be talking to someone
who knows running and performance running products inside out.
How do you become an ‘Ichiban Dealer’? ASICS offers all potential ‘Ichiban
Dealers’ a one-to-one meeting with a dedicated ASICS sales manager. They will
come directly to your store to discuss the programme and how it can improve
your sales. Simply call the sales office team on 01925 243 360 to arrange a
meeting.
*Source: NPD Online GB Consumer Panel, for the 12 months ending March 2008
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PRECISION TRAINING
PRO-COACH RANGE
Precision Training has launched a new Pro-Coach
range of organisers and planners for the
2008-09 season. As used by the
Professional Football
Coaches Association,
the range is now
available to teams and
clubs at all levels.
Coaches notepads at
£4.99 and slimline scouts
notepads at £5.99 can help
keep a note of all those
essential details for game
preparation. And there is a range
of A5 coaches pads for rugby
union, hockey and netball at £5.99,
along with an A4 football session
planner (£7.99) and football set play
pad (£7.99), also in A4, for all those
intricate routines at corners and free kicks.
As well as all the notepads, Precision Training
also has a range of magnetic tactic boards. A smaller
30cm x 45cm version at £19.99 is ideal for use pitchside, while there are two larger 60cm x 90cm and 90cm x
120cm versions, costing £39.99 and £59.99 respectively, for
dressing room use.
www.precisiontraining.uk.com
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RETAIL INTERVIEW

Talking Shop
Anne-Marie Hanly is marketing manager for Elverys Sports and is based in the
company’s head office in Castlebar, Co Mayo
Elverys Sports was established in 1847 and
is the oldest sports store in Ireland.
Following a takeover by Staunton Sports in
1998, Elverys expanded from a single store
to over 50 nationwide. Now the wholly
Irish-owned company employs 700 people
and is the official retail partner to the three
largest sporting organisations in the
country: the Irish Rugby Football Union
(IRFU); Football Federation of Ireland (FAI);
and Gaelic Association of Ireland (GAA).

How long have you been working
in sports retail and why did you
get into this sector?
After working in the FMCG industry, I wanted to
remain in product/brand management. Also,
having managed the Flora brand in Ireland I
liked the PR and sponsorship aspects of
marketing. As marketing manager for Elverys
Sports, I get a taste of all of these. I have been
in this role for two years now and am really
enjoying it. It is very fast paced and competitive,
but I enjoy the challenges the retail industry
brings with it. Elverys Sports currently has 52
stores and a workforce of 700. Working for the
second biggest sports retailer in Ireland means
you are always looking at ways to become
number one.

is a huge part of our business, although in the
past rugby has been. Footwear and clothing is
up there with both of these departments now
and our advertising reflects this - featuring our
ranges of both functional and casual clothing
and footwear.

What do you believe is the biggest
barrier to doing business?

How has trade been during the
past 12 months? Have you noticed
the ‘retail slowdown’?

How strong is your online
presence and what percentage of
sales are internet based?

Trade has slowed down since November 2007,
but we feel the negative growth forecast has
been exaggerated. We also feel because Elverys
Sports is well known for good value, we are in a
safer position than some of our competitors.

Our web shop is certainly a success story. We
advertise our online store as part of every
advertising campaign. Irish consumers only
make up a small percentage of our customer
base, so there is huge potential and this will
remain a main focus of ours. Our competitors
have recently launched web shops, but we
don’t feel that this has impacted our online
business at all. Our website is part of
Buy4Now - Ireland’s online shopping centre and so this generates quite a lot of new
customers for us.

Current best-sellers?
Soccer replica.

Are there any current or future
marketing strategies you can talk
about?
Our future marketing strategy will mirror our
current marketing strategy: we offer consumers
the products they need from the brands they
trust and desire at prices they can afford. We
will continue to offer a mix of product from the
top brands, as well as develop our own-brand
ranges to suit all tastes.

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you at the moment and
over the past year?

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of
any buying groups?

Elverys Sports are number one in a number of
categories, including GAA, rugby, keep fit and
hockey. Elverys Sports are positioned as the
number one authentic sports outlet, whereas
our main competitors are better known for their
fashion-led sportswear. At the moment, soccer

Elverys Sports has a strong buying team of 11.
Led by a director of the business who has been
in the company for almost 20 years, this
experienced team buys direct from suppliers,
creates SMUs and sources product for ownbrand. We are also a member of Intersport.

16 SPORTS INSIGHT

Right now the biggest barrier is property.
Property prices are overinflated here and vacant
units in shopping centres and retail parks are
both big problems for a lot of retailers.

What do you like least and most
about the business?
I really enjoy working for a dynamic company.
The company is not afraid to try new things and
expansion is always exciting. What I like the least
is that because our jobs are so demanding, we
rarely get time to get involved in certain aspects
of the business. I don’t have time to get involved
in staff training and buying, for example.

What has been your biggest
business challenge?
There are different challenges every week, but
one of the biggest is having to do so much
activity with a fairly limited budget. However, it’s
going well so far. SI
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FSPA focus
Federation of Sports and Play Association members
lend their support to grass-root’s sport initiatives

The mini-soccer tournament’s in full swing at Wembley Stadium,
using four sets of Harrod UK aluminium mini-soccer goals

New Balance Athletic Shoes, a member of
the Sporting Goods Industry Association
(SGIA), recently linked up with Cumbria
Sport to support the 2008 Cumbrian Youth
Games. The event, which took place in
Carlisle on Saturday, July 5, was a
competitive festival of sport and included
hockey, netball, basketball, rugby union,
orienteering, athletics, tennis, football,
cricket and a multi-skills disability event.
This year’s event was slightly different to
previous ones in that primary-aged children from
7-11 took part, giving them the chance to train
for and compete at a large event, as well as
introducing them to new sports.

Cumbria Youth Games
Speaking about New Balance’s contribution to
the events success, Amy Clement from Cumbria
Sport said: “Cumbria Sport Partnership would like
to extend a big thank you to New Balance for
supporting the Cumbria Youth Games 2008.
Each year around 800 young people take part in
the Games, showcasing their sporting talent,
meeting sporting stars and having a go at new
activities in this competitive festival of sport.
“As well as allowing us to host the event,
support from sponsors means we are able to
provide each participant and volunteer with fruit
and refreshments and a number of mementos,
including a water bottle, T-shirt and bag. The
support of sponsors like New Balance is vital in
making the Games a success, introducing
children to new sports and inspiring them to
make sport and physical activity part of their
daily lives.”
Liam Burns, New Balance’s head of business
development, says supporting youth sport is a big
part of the company’s philosophy: “With our
18 SPORTS INSIGHT

European manufacturing facility, which was
established in Cumbria 25 years ago, we are
delighted to have been able to support Cumbria
Youth Games and see this as the start of a longerterm relationship. I was privileged to attend this
inspirational event, which was a credit to all those
who organised it, volunteers who helped on the
day and the participants themselves, drawn from
every corner of Cumbria.”
For more information about the SGIA visit
www.sgiauk.com

National Football Festival

the priceless memory of playing at the home of
English football.
Full details are available at www.safea.co.uk

Golf Roots Initiative
Throughout the summer, events have been taking
place in 16 UK cities as part of the Golf Foundation’s
2008 ‘Golf Roots’ initiative. Golf Roots is the largestever UK programme designed to introduce
youngsters to the game of golf and the positive
benefits that sport can bring. Golf is an ideal sport
for promoting qualities like honesty, respect,
cooperation and self-motivation - all attributes that
are seen as desirable for young people growing up
in sometimes pressurised city environments.
Four major companies within the British Golf
Industry Association have supported the
programme through their ‘Grow Golf’ development
fund, donating £30,000 to the initiative this year.
Golf Roots involves training workshops for teachers,
parents and young volunteers. Schools activities
throughout the summer term include Tri-Golf for
younger children, Golf Xtreme for older pupils, Golf
Festivals and a number of public venue events.
Each participating town/city - Manchester,
Preston, Newcastle, Sheffield, Birmingham,
Worcester, Derby, Corby, Bristol, Portsmouth,
Luton, Bristol, Bournemouth, Wrexham, Cardiff
and London (Hackney and Southwark) - has made
a commitment to hold a number of events in both
primary and secondary schools, as well as in the
wider community. Much of the work is carried out
through local schools and community groups
linking with area golf facilities with the aim of
providing a pathway for interested youngsters to
become regular golfers.
Golf Roots aims to challenge the perceptions
about golf and take it into communities where
previously golf may not have been considered an
option. The scheme also aims to create sustainable
projects that can continue for years to come with
the support of teachers, parents and volunteers.
The ‘Grow Golf’ partners - Acushnet Europe,
Callaway Golf, Ping Europe and Taylormade-adidas
Golf - recognise the importance of industry support
for such initiatives, which will ultimately bring more
people into the game and protect the future of the
sport. The Grow Golf Trustees are keen to hear
from any organisation, club, charity or governing
body that might need financial support for a
project designed to encourage golf participation. SI
Further details can be found at
www.bgia.org.uk

Over 700 young footballers descended on
Northwick Park, Harrow on August 11 to take
part in the inaugural McDonald’s National
Football Festival, the largest mini-football festival
in the country. The coaching session at Northwick
Park, in the shadow of the iconic Wembley arch,
gave the children a taste of what was to come,
as the afternoon saw a move to Wembley
Stadium for a series of mini-soccer tournaments
on the hallowed turf.
But a Festival of Football is nothing without
goals. Harrod UK, a member of the Sports and
Fitness Equipment Association (SAFEA), supplied
10 sets of steel minisoccer goals to
Northwick Park and
four sets of
aluminium minisoccer goals to
Wembley Stadium for
the afternoon session.
All the children
taking part were
awarded with a medal
ver UK programme
at the end of the day,
Golf Roots is the largest-e gsters to the game of golf
youn
designed to introduce
as well as taking away

The 2008 Cumb
Games was a rian Youth
great success
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PRODUCT FOCUS

Kookaburra’s new range
of cricket footwear
Brett Elliott, managing director of
Kookaburra, talks us through the offering.
Since its humble beginnings as a cricket ball
manufacturer 100 years ago, Kookaburra has
evolved to become the world’s leading supplier
of cricket equipment. The Kookaburra brand is
about delivering innovative product design that
inspires, excites and leads cricket players to
achieve their very best.
Kookaburra is launching its 2009 cricket
range this month. After being named ‘Cricket’s
Coolest Brand’ by ‘All Sports’ magazine in 2008,
the new range is set to take the company from
strength to strength. Whilst there are a
multitude of new products being launched this
season, one of the most exciting new products
from Kookaburra is its all-new range of
specialist cricket footwear.
There are two new models of shoes being
launched by Kookaburra this season. The first
shoe is the T20, a lightweight running shoe
concept, and the second is the Mercury, a clean
contemporary cricket shoe. The T20 is designed
for the serious cricketer looking for the very best
in performance. It’s a lightweight running shoe
construction featuring a new midsole and
outsole especially designed by Kookaburra for
the modern cricketer.

Often, companies within the cricket market
have taken an existing mould and tried to adapt
it for cricket. Kookaburra, however, has seen the
need for cricketers to have a shoe that’s built for
their performance needs. Cricket is a unique
sport, in that players require the acceleration of a
sprinter, while also being able to stop and turn
suddenly. Very few shoes until now have been
able to deliver this effectively.
The new Kookaburra T20 sole unit has been
designed to offer these qualities and the sole spike
and blade-style grip design is unique to
Kookaburra. The shoe also comes with a set of
soft spikes so that the player can customise the
shoe to suit the playing conditions. The EVA
midsole has been tested to ensure all-day comfort,
while the shoe upper provides effective ventilation.
The Mercury shoe also benefits from much
of the development work that has gone into the
T20. It was designed to offer a proper cricket
shoe at superb value. The T20 shoe’s RRP is £40,
while the Mercury has an RRP of £30.

How has the new
range been
received?
So far the new shoes have
received an excellent
reception from the trade.
The market was
desperate for a really
well developed
cricketing shoe,
by cricketers,

for cricketers. The shoes have also been
competitively positioned within the market and
have a real edge over other footwear brands. It’s
also backed up with a strong PR and advertising
campaign in 2009, which will ensure the shoes
receive high visibility.

Who are the shoes
aimed at?
The shoes have been developed for the serious
cricketer looking for a quality all-round cricket
shoe. They are both available in full sizes from 4
to 13 and will meet the needs of both young
and old cricketers.

What’s the most effective
way the shoes can be
retailed?
Kookaburra works closely with its independent
retail partners, and has developed an excellent
package that will not only maximise retail
earnings, but also enable the shoes to be ideally
presented and promoted in-store. The shoes will
be available from January, so retailers may
benefit from an early delivery. SI
Further details about Kookaburra’s new
range of cricket products are available at
www.kookaburra.biz or by contacting
Kookaburra on 01536 209210.
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PEOPLE

MOVERS
& SHAKERS
Bill Leach, European sales director of Mitre Sports International
When did you get
into the sports trade
and why?
I joined Adidas UK on April
1, 1984. At the time I had a
very active interest in many
sports, in particular rugby,
and have always been a
sports fanatic, although I must
BILL LEACH: “We
have seen doubleadmit that latterly this has
digit growth in our
been purely as a spectator!
UK, European and
global business”
My time at Adidas was
an incredible education and saw me operate in a
number of roles, beginning in customer services,
then moving briefly to an operations role, before
joining the sales team, firstly as an area sales
executive, and then into a key account
management role and finally into the position of
regional sales manager, where I managed a
number of sales teams across the UK. In 1999 I
joined The Pentland Group and since 2005
have been working within the Mitre team, firstly as
UK sales director, and more recently as European
sales director.

Who's been the biggest influence
on your career?
There’s been too many to be able to single out
any individuals, but there have been a handful of
people over the last nine years with The Pentland
Group, particularly since 2004, and formerly in my
previous 15 years with Adidas UK. The Adidas
business, along with many others, enjoyed
phenomenal growth during the mid-1990s and
this was a significant learning period.

What other brands do you admire
and why?
The obvious names that stand out for me are
Apple, Mercedes-Benz and Coca-Cola. Wherever
you are around the world these brands are easy
to identify because their branding is consistent

and their values are clear. In the last few
months it has been impossible to ignore
Speedo’s tremendous achievements in the pool
at the Beijing Olympics, which came from a
reputation for technological dominance that has
been developed over many years.
The athletes knew well in advance that the
LZR RACER suit was the best and astounded
everyone in actively asking, in some cases
demanding, to wear Speedo in preference to
their endorsed national team suits. The results
speak for themselves - 23 out of the 25 world
records set at the Games were won by athletes
wearing Speedo LZR RACER, 94 per cent of
gold medals at the games were won in Speedo
LZR RACER and 89 per cent of all medals won
were in Speedo LZR RACER. This has been an
outstanding example of world-class product,
marketing and execution on every level.

What’s the best part of your job?
That’s a difficult one! I especially enjoy working
with and leading the UK and European sales
teams, as well as our distribution partners and
customers overseas. No two days are ever the
same and there are opportunities to learn
something new on a daily basis.

How has Mitre performed in the
past 12 months?

message wherever you travel around the world.
Our marketing team has spent a number of
months updating our ‘Brand Look Book’ and
Guidelines to help us get the Mitre message
across in a unified, cohesive and most
importantly a confident way in all territories and
across all sports. This work also reflects our
return to the apparel arena in the UK. We are
introducing a new tagline and are refining the
brand essence of Mitre as the people’s sports
brand, built on heritage and expertise, that
gives you the confidence to play - whatever
your goal.

What challenges does Mitre face
during the next 12 months?
Constantly changing factors that influence
pricing have been the most significant challenge
over the last three months, and I suspect they
will remain so for at least the next 12 months.
From a UK perspective it should be no surprise
that just as we have to pay more for day-to-day
consumables, we as consumers will also have to
pay more for sports equipment. Another test
will be to maintain our growth, both in the UK
and internationally, in these tough times. The
focus for us will be to ensure that we keep
doing things right, and most importantly that
we keep doing the right things.

What new products have you got
planned for 08/09?
We have significantly extended our accessories
and equipment range with the introduction of
training products, including a resistance chute,
agility training rings, quadruple ladder sets and
foldable goals. The 2008/2009 training wear
range sees an expansion of colour options and
the further development of technical features.
We are making some really exciting progress
with our apparel range, not only in the UK but
also internationally. Ultimately, to become ‘the
brand of the team’ we want to ensure that, for
all of our customers, Mitre is a one-stop shop
for everything a team and coach may require. SI

Really well. We have seen double-digit growth
in our UK, European and global business, which
is testament to the enormous amount of hard
work being done by our teams around the
world, especially considering the challenging
economic climate.

Can you tell us about the
positioning exercise the brand is
currently undertaking?
The biggest and best global brands demonstrate
absolute consistency in brand appearance and
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IRISH MARKET

As Irish sports retailers prepare for tough times, the roar of the Celtic Tiger can
still be heard loud and proud, says Lauren Fox
Ask any golfer, outdoor enthusiast or surfer
and there is no doubt that they would
agree with the sentiment ‘Ireland the
beautiful’. To those who take the
passionate and patriotic view, it’s more
likely to be a matter of ‘Ireland forever’.
And make no mistake, this is a country that
is fiercely passionate about just about
everything, well used to handling adversity
and extremely shrewd to go with it.
True, the famed Irish humour beats at the
heart of everything, business included. Much is
said with absolute conviction and a Terry Wogan
twinkle in the eye, but there is a glint of steel
there too and comedic value lies more often in
the fact that the joke is on the listener, failing to
see beyond the blarney. While many have seen
the Irish as simply trading on
charm, Ireland itself has had
the last laugh - with an
unrivalled economic boom
since the 1990s transforming
one of Europe’s poorest
countries into one of the wealthiest. Between
1994 and 2000 GNP growth rate averaged
between six per cent and 11 per cent, then
from 2002 remained at an average of about five
per cent, with Irish living standards surpassing
every European state but one.

Low corporation tax rates and investment of
EU funds in state education and state-driven
economic development are among the factors
credited with the birth of the ‘Celtic Tiger’.
Ireland’s trade, once predominantly with the UK,
extended to Europe’s largest markets, even
storming into China, and disposable income
reached record levels, with public spending
reflecting the boom. Once a country driven to
emigration, Ireland has become a destination for
immigration, regarded as a land of opportunity
and entrepreneurship.

Wealthy
By 2007 Ireland had become the fifth richest
country (in terms of GDP per capita) in the
world and the second richest in the European

By June 2008 the Tiger was regarded as
fairly toothless and it was forecast that the Irish
economy would start to see negative economic
growth for the first time since 1983. The
prediction of recession by the Economic and
Social Research Institute (ESRI) in the wake of
the Lisbon Treaty rejection has the Irish
market nervous indeed, though many
have accused scaremongers of talking
down the economy and unsettling
consumers. What is clear is that
opinion is heavily divided, with further
forecasts talking of a return to positive growth
by 2010. So, with this in mind, Ireland is
waiting it out.
For the independent sports retailer, the wait
is doubly hard. Having been inspired by new
opportunities and brand
potential, suddenly the
brakes are being applied. A
more discerning consumer
attitude has had many
traditional sports retailers
gradually moving away from their ‘mixed
bag’ merchandising. No longer following the
‘pub is also the post office’ approach to
offering a range of non-related products in one
outlet, a more focused style has been
developing, particularly taking in emerging

“The introduction of the ultra-dynamic ISRA
buying group has thrown a lifeline to many
independents in Ireland”
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Union, moving from being a net recipient of the
budget to becoming a net contributor during
the next budget round. However, warnings that
the commercial downturn was on the way grew
louder towards the end of 2007 as output in
many sectors outpaced demand.
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and lifestyle brand opportunities such as
that offered by Animal and Protest, which
are gaining popularity from surf to street
in Ireland.
The introduction of the ultra-dynamic ISRA
buying group has thrown a lifeline to many
independents in Ireland, not because business
has been necessarily bad, but because locations
are so widespread, and the organisation has
given them one strong centre of
communication and business power. ISRA’s role
in driving the independent trade forward is
regarded as an outstanding retail success, with
a thriving trade show, community website and
constant ideas to help members maintain a
progressive business stance. A partnership with
ispo, the global sports trade show platform,
has been announced, as has a mutual
cooperation with the UK’s Allied Partners
Buying Group, while recently a highly successful
merchandising workshop was held to support
ISRA members in maximising their high street
windows of opportunity.

Indicator
The pressure from the multiple has not been
escaped, however, and while the impact of
discounting is taking its toll in some areas, the
decisions of the Irish multiples in terms of store
openings provide an effective indicator of what
may lie ahead in the market generally.
The absence of any Irish
retailer from the stock market
means up-to-date financial
information on any of the
big local players is not
publicly available, so any
store developments are
watched with keen
interest. The key core sports
retail players Elverys, Lifestyle
and Champion have all put in
place dynamic expansion plans in

the past few years, but some proposed openings
are now being put on ice, which while it
provides the independents with high street
breathing space, may not be quite such good
news. With Tesco aggressively cutting prices in
Ireland and growing dramatically, even these
key sports multiples are under fire and taking
steps to combat the consumer cash reduction as
well as non-specialist discounting. Dunnes
Stores, another Irish retail benchmark, has
recently announced a halt to its aggressive
expansion campaign.
The big guns of Irish sports retailing are still
evolving however, with the power to replan their
growth strategy to cope with the economic
climate. Elverys Sports is the oldest sports store
in Ireland and proud to be a ‘home-owned’
business. Following a takeover by Staunton
Sports in 1998, Elverys Sports expanded from a
single store operation to over 50 stores
nationwide. The company also controls
Rugbytech and Rugbytech Europe, as well as
being a member of Buy4Now, Ireland’s first and
highly successful online shopping centre.
Lifestyle Sports was acquired in 1997 by
Tesco as part of the retailing and supply chain
operations of Associated British Foods (with the
exception of Primark), for which the
supermarket paid £643million. But the sports
specialist demerged that same year through a
management buyout and was then bought
by the Stafford Group for €59million in
2005. When Eoin McGettigan then
took over as chief executive of
Lifestyle Sports it was reported
that one of the first things he
did was hang an Elverys Sports
calendar on his office wall and
was quoted as saying: “I sit
here at my desk every day and
remind myself of who is trying to
take my business. While we do our
own thing, we have to be
paranoid about what our
competitors are doing.
Elverys is one of our
main rivals, so we keep
a very close eye on
them. That is
the nature
of retailing.”
The fact that Lifestyle is one of
Europe’s top 20 sports retailers puts
the market in general into
perspective. The UK has over 15
times Ireland’s population, therefore
any Irish business must look further
afield or simply run out of consumers
on home soil. For Lifestyle, its
domestic progress has mapped out a
store opening plan that has included
Ireland’s key cities as well as superstores
in the new and thriving out-of-town
developments such as Dublin’s
Blanchardstown. This is a move echoed by
Champion Sports, which has 22 stores in Ireland’s

premium retail locations both on the high street
and in the country’s largest shopping centres.
But for Lifestyle, success through expansion
has meant a €150million expansion plan that
includes a look not towards the UK, where the
company felt that existing multiples were
oversubscribed, but Central and Eastern Europe,
with acquisitions and openings in emerging
markets such as the Czech Republic. Here the
purchase of City Sport has provided 22 stores,
with further Lifestyle outlets already due to open
as part of a five-year plan to take Lifestyle to
visibility as one of Europe’s largest branded
sports retailers. SI

ONE TO WATCH:
53° NORTH
■ Talking to Emma Durkan, the commercial
and buying manager for hot new Irish outlet
53° North, I couldn’t help but be swept
along by a wave of retailing enthusiasm.
Despite talks of a downturn in Ireland, here
again was a retail concept that proved you
could capture a consumer’s heart through
shared emotion and bring them through the
doors as a result.
■ 53° North is the largest outdoor retailer in
Ireland, but it has currently only two stores.
However, it is the size of those stores and,
above all, the spirit and style with which
they are merchandised and managed that
has been the key to this success story.
■ The floor space of the Carrickmines outlet
is 12,500sq ft, Blanchardstown is 20,000sq ft
- with three floors featuring everything from
running, cycling and sailing to a juice bar,
coffee area and Nike concept floor. The
stores offer premium technical brands,
displayed in an environment that connects
with its cosmopolitan and aspirational
audience and reflects all aspects of their
desired lifestyle.
■ “These customers are vibrant in life, in the
things they do,” says Durkan. “People are
active longer and embrace, or want to
experience, so many different things now. We
want to encourage them in that lifestyle by
creating an environment where they won’t
be put off and can be positively encouraged
to participate. Where they can find good
technical kit, rather than ‘me too’ brands and
really enjoy the shopping experience.”
■ 53° North offers expert but relaxed
shopping that consumers can’t resist.
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MARKETING

With a little time and thought promoting
your business needn’t be as expensive as
you think. Tony James reports

How can you promote your business without spending
a small fortune? The traditional view is that you can’t.
A recent Federation of Small Businesses survey found
that over 65 per cent of small and medium-sized firms
still believed that effective publicity is always expensive
and should be left to the professionals.
But the latest thinking on successful business promotion is
very different. Extensive studies have shown that the most
successful ways of publicising your business or service basically
involve bright ideas costing little more than time and ingenuity.

Promotional schemes
In the past five years, self-generated publicity has become the
lifeblood of business survival, according to experts at the
London School of Economics, who recently investigated the
promotional schemes of over 1,000 small and medium-sized
firms. So why not check out these promotional strategies that
could help realise your store’s true potential, usually without
spending any more than you are at the moment? For instance:
■ Identify target customers and think about how to reach
them. Direct marketing is usually the best and cheapest.
■ Create a corporate identity. Have you wondered why
everyone seems to have heard the name of your rival stores
but not yours? Experts say that the secret of finding the
right identity is to look ahead to what you want the
business to become in, say, five years time. A new identity
takes in everything from logos to staff attitude and you
must be sure that you are making the change for sound
business reasons.
These can include coping with strong new competition,
entering a new market, launching a dramatically new
product, or coping with problems that have held the
company back. Says image consultant Dan Vivian, responsible
for the new identities of Sony, Royal Mail and Direct Line: “If
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you have no definite long-term vision, the trendiest new
identity will soon fall apart.”
■ Launch effective media campaigns. The media will always
snap up a good story, so getting into the news and stealing a
march on your rivals can bring better results than a full-page
ad in the local paper. Starting a newsletter - a mixture of
advertising and PR - can also give you a valuable promotional
and publicity outlet. For instance, a newsletter started a year
ago by a small retail chain has already brought in an estimated
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£20,000 worth of repeat business. Press releases can also be
highly effective, as long as they’re punchy and well angled.
Keep them short - not more than 150 words - newsworthy and
tightly written. An interesting picture will help.
■ Get talked about. One of the cheapest ways of getting new
business is to aim for word-of-mouth referrals. If customers are
delighted, not just satisfied, they will talk about you - a really
pleased customer will
tell up to eight people.
It’s been found that
traditional mailshots
and fliers can have
disappointing returns
in terms of promotional results unless some gimmick like a
discount or free offer is added as an incentive.
■ Personal promotion is anathema to us so-modest Brits but it
works. Become known as an authority on your specialist subject.
Offer your services as a speaker to local organisations, seminars
and trade meetings. Send a few paragraphs on your speech to
the local paper, making sure you give your business a plug.
■ Letters to editors can keep your shop in the news. Write on
current controversial topics. Send letters to trade and
professional publications as well as local and regional
newspapers and magazines. Always use company notepaper.
Study the style of published letters, their length and viewpoint,
and model yours on the best.
■ Make things fun. People will remember you if you’ve
brightened their day. Manchester mountain bike retailer Dave
Weston organises a free open-air pop concert on a local
recreation ground every summer with bikes available for
punters to try. “I do it mainly to thank people for supporting a
local store,” he says. “But in the month following last year’s
concert, turnover went up nearly 30 per cent. That can’t be
coincidence. Over the years I have found that when the shop
gets publicity it’s reflected in sales.”
■ Competitions always bring publicity. Donate goods or
services as prizes and invite local celebrities to the prize-giving.
Get visitors to sign a guest book - a useful source of possible
business. Even though you’re giving things away, competitions
can be profitable. When a Nottingham garage donated a car
servicing as a prize the winner was so pleased with the result

that four of his friends booked in their cars. The original
service cost the garage £120, but the resulting extra business
brought in nearly £500, plus valuable publicity.
■ Networking involves making and using contacts from all areas
of your life - family, friends, people in similar businesses,
professional groups and social acquaintances - to keep yourself
and your business in the public eye. Jeff Patterson, a Bristolbased retailer and
enthusiastic networker,
says: “I try to spend
half a day a week
cultivating people who
might bring me
business or are in a position to recommend me to others. It’s
hard to calculate the precise effect of networking, but I would
say it contributes to about 20 per cent of my turnover.”
■ Give things away. Nothing is more guaranteed to get you in
the news. When a West Country bakery sent free packets of
delicious traditionally baked biscuits to target customers high-class grocery stores - nearly 70 per cent put in orders.
And the campaign made headlines in a bakery trade journal.
Getting something for nothing makes a lasting impression.
Rather than return surplus stock from last year’s collections,
self-employed retail rep Sarah Anderson bought it at cost and
gave it away as a free gift with every new order. It was a
shrewd move: eight out of ten free gift recipients became
regular clients and Sarah got her investment back in a month.
■ Local radio. The UK’s 1,000 local stations always welcome
input, from news items to regular ‘talk spots’. Sports retailer Jim
Chesworth has done a weekly three-minute chat on local sport
on his Cheshire commercial station for the past two years and
has found he has become something of a celebrity. “I don’t get
paid, but they let me mention the shop and people do come in
on the strength of having heard me on the radio,” he says.
■ Variations on a theme. Themed stationery, business cards and
upbeat promotions can do wonders - particularly if you’ve been
using the same logo and stationery since 1975. Use goodquality paper for printing and publicity. Colour has proved to be
twice as effective as black and white. Also think about using
recycled paper. It shows that you care about the environment.
■ What’s in a name? If it’s dull and dated, it could be time to
change it. For instance, a South London flower shop’s business
picked up immediately when the name was switched to Floral
and Hardy. Lady Muck is now Britain’s best-known garden
compost, business is sizzling at the Codfather fish and chip
shop chain and a second-hand baby clothes retailer is doing
nicely since she dreamed up the name The Stork Exchange.
■ Use the internet. There’s no better way to promote your
business cred than going online, but only three out of 10
independent retailers currently have an online shop, and most
of those can’t accept payments online. Now this is changing
dramatically as banks and high-tech companies race to offer
an internet shop, plus such facilities as payment processing,
internet access, email, data storage, accounting and banking.
■ Prove your worth. Testimonial letters may sound old-fashioned
but they’re still one of the most powerful ways of promoting a
small business. Customers feel happier about spending money
with you when they see proof that others are happy to do so.
Make a display of letters from satisfied customers and highlight
the best bits. If you haven’t got any appreciative comeback from
clients, then what are you doing wrong?
■ Be honest. Don’t be afraid to admit you’re a small independent
retailer. Many people still actually prefer to deal with them. Just
make sure you give the impression that you’re successful,
established and efficient. If that’s the case then it’s worth making
the point that, in business at least, size isn’t everything. SI

“In the past five years, self-generated
publicity has become the lifeblood of
business survival”

LEFT: One of the
cheapest ways of
getting new business is
to aim for word-ofmouth referrals
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SPONSORSHIP

schooL
Back to

There are more than 20,000 schools in the
UK. Often ignored in favour of other
marketing opportunities, this vast untapped
resource could offer your store a commercial
channel that will not only raise the profile of
your business, but also deliver real
improvements to your bottom line.
Published in January of this year, the
government’s new £372million strategy, Healthy
Weight, Healthy Lives: A Cross-Government
Strategy for England, was launched by Alan
Johnson, health aecretary, and Ed Balls, the
secretary of state for Children, Schools and Families.
The core goal of the new initiative is to reverse the
worrying trend in childhood obesity that has
become prevalent over the past few years. Figures
published earlier this year showed that in 2006/7
22.9 per cent of children in reception year (ages
four and five) were overweight or obese. In Year 6
(ages 10 and 11) 31.6 per cent were overweight.

Initiative
Dr John Beech, head of Sport and Tourism Applied
Research at Coventry University, says: “Certainly the
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government initiative to tackle childhood obesity
potentially provides great sponsorship
opportunities with schools, colleges and
universities. There is a major proviso though - this
is in general a high-risk, high-return investment.
There are already a number of successful
sponsorship deals with educational institutions,
but the ones that work are the ones where there
is a natural synergy between the product
promoted and the principles of education.”
Part of this new initiative is a new direction
for sport and physical education in schools. An
additional £30million is being allocated to
upgrade sports facilities. In addition the PE and
Sport Strategy for Young People has continued to
be developed. Over £1.5billion has so far been
invested resulting in over 250,000 young sports
people receiving extra training in their chosen
sport. Via the Schools Sport Partnerships over five
million children participate in at least two hours
of PE or sport each week. The wider community
is also now being involved. Each school is linked
to an average of seven local sports clubs in which
nearly 30 per cent of pupils participate.

An educational
sponsorship can reap
real benefits for your
store. Dave Howell
discovers this is now
easier to do than ever
In the past the link between business and
education has always been an uneasy one.
However, with the recent move to revitalise our
schools system with the establishment of more
academies that are part-funded by private
business, the future of our schools will have a
commercial component. Sponsoring entire sports
facilities is clearly beyond the means of many
smaller sports retailers, but head teachers of
school academies are now actively seeking new
alliances with smaller enterprises that can offer
them not only financial support, but also skills,
insight and experience - all of which schools are
gearing themselves to exploit.
Linking business and education has been at
the heart of the government’s push to vastly
improve how children perform academically.
However, Dr John Beech expressed concerns that
the link between business and education could
move schools too far towards the businesses that
provide their financial support. “The risks operate
at two levels,” he says. “Firstly there is the
specific danger of protests at the idea of
sponsorship aimed at the under-18s. There is an
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ethical issue here, and what matters is not
whether the sponsorship is ethical but rather if it
might be seen to be unethical. Secondly, there
may be broader concerns from the public at the
idea of mixing ‘big business’ and state education.
“The key, then, is to sponsor with an
appropriate product or service. Top of the list for
commercial organisations must be the locally
based independent sports retailers. Sponsorship
by the national retail chains may well be seen as
cynical by at least some of the public; if they
protest vociferously, it would not necessarily be a
case of ‘all publicity is good publicity’.”
In hand with business sponsorship is the
support of local authorities. As part of the Local
Area Agreements participation in sport is now a
core goal. Jennie Price, chief executive of Sport
England, says: “Working with local authorities to
invest in sport is an important element of our
new strategy, so I am delighted that so many
councils are prioritising sport. We are committed
to working in partnership with local authorities,
supporting their work around sport and sharing
our expertise to ensure that local government’s
considerable investment in sport delivers the
maximum possible value.”
Councillor Chris White, the Local
Government Association spokesperson on
sport, also says: “Overall, councils spend
£1.2billion a year on providing
opportunities for people to play sport
and get involved in physical activity and
invest £450million annually in improving
sports facilities. Councils, which are the
biggest investor in sport, will continue to
work very closely with a refocused Sport
England in improving sporting activities for
local people, in particular through county
sports partnerships. Many councils have
already struck deals with Sport England with
new local area agreements and we are
confident of the renewed commitment to
make a success of improving sporting
participation in this way.”

enhance a sports club’s image in terms of
corporate social responsibility. Deals between
health and sports charities and educational
institutions would raise the profiles of both
partners in a particularly positive and synergistic
way.” A three-way link between your store, a
local charity and a school or sports venue could
prove to be a lucrative tripartite agreement.
Dan Armstrong, global events and
sponsorship manager at IT company Easynet,
says there is a long history of using sponsorship
as part of the company’s marketing mix. “Try to
pick a sponsorship property that has synergies
with your own brand, so there is a true
partnership feel to the tie-up,” he advises. “Do
you agree with the brand ethics? Are they trying
to achieve the same things as your business? Do
they share your brand values? Are they as
dynamic and innovative as your own brand? Do
you have a rapport with them, and can you see
yourself working effectively with the
organisations involved for the next few years?”
With schools and colleges now having an
overt commercial component, branding is now
part of their remit. This move to a more

Planning

businesslike stance is clearly an advantage for any
enterprise that is looking for a sponsorship channel.
Smaller retailers may find they have an advantage
in that larger sports retailers are not attracted to
this sector as a sponsorship opportunity. This opens
the door for your business to step in and take
advantage of what you may find is a positive
attitude to commercial sponsorship arrangements.
Schools in particular know they have to deliver on
the government objectives for health; linking this to
your business could provide them with the perfect
vehicle to deliver this.

If your business is looking closely at how
sponsorship could be a new addition to your
marketing mix, planning your strategy in detail is
a prerequisite to success. The traditional football
shirt sponsorship deal that has been the mainstay
of sports sponsorship at grass roots level is now
moving into other more diverse avenues. Says Dr
John Beech: “There are opportunities too for
appropriate charities to sponsor sports in
educational establishments, although such
arrangements are more likely to be partnerships
rather than sponsorships.
“The recent example of Aston Villa providing
free shirt logo promotion for Acorns Children’s
Hospice shows how an imaginative deal can

cessful
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Relationships
All sponsorship deals are based on relationships.
Your store may already be involved with local

“Linking business and education has been at the heart
of the government’s push to vastly improve how
children perform academically”

sporting events. Use these networking
opportunities to investigate how you can
expand this involvement. Local schools and
colleges are always looking for opportunities to
expand their expertise. With new public-private
partnerships now an alternative to state
funding, links to the local community via the
businesses that support it are high on the
agendas of schools and colleges.
Setting up a sponsorship agreement should
be approached carefully. The costs to your store
are clearly your focus, but you should also look at
the wider relationship that could develop. It is
also advisable to take legal advice and ensure you
and your partnering school have their roles clearly
defined within the written contract that you must
have in place. Terri Byers, principal lecturer in
Sport Management at Coventry University,
comments: “The pitfalls to watch out for are that
after the sponsorship is valued and given, it still
costs the retailer money to monitor the deal and
any return on investment. In most cases schools
or clubs will not have the expertise to do this and
the retailer may not have the resources. The value
of the deal is not
quantified and therefore
not recognised and
eventually or
abruptly ends.”
The key to a
successful sponsorship
deal with local schools
and colleges is to
ensure that all parties
are clear about what
their responsibility is
in the relationship. As
Ian Millner, the CEO
of integrated
marketing agency
Iris, states: “For
the smaller sports
retailer sponsorship
is extremely cost-effective,
especially if it is well planned, executed and fully
leveraged. The key point is that the sponsorship
is considered within the context of the business
objectives, and that careful and objective
consideration is taken. Sports retailers can use it
to drive awareness, consideration, sales and
trade goodwill.”
Sponsorship is now a real alternative to
other forms of promotion that your store uses.
The commercial link with educational
establishments has developed over the past
few years, and is now maturing to become a real
marketing channel your business could exploit.
As with any new objective, planning is a key
component. If you find the right sponsorship
deal and can develop that relationship to be
mutually beneficial, your store may find that it
has a marketing channel that is delivering
income that would have been inaccessible only a
few years ago. If you approach educational
sponsorship carefully it could become a key
component of your future marketing activities. SI
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IN SEASON SWIMMING

Rucanor swimming

Swimming

With the winter months comes the start of the
swimming season for sports retailers. Rucanor has
nine pages of swimming and watersports products
in its ‘Never out of Stock collection 2008/2009’
catalogue, ranging from basics such as noseclips
and earplugs through to a semi-professional
diving mask.
There are eight models of goggle,
starting at an SRP of £4.99 for a junior
model with silicon seal and anti-fog
lenses. There are also models with a
one-piece silicon construction and a
top model with integrated head
strap, silicon seals and anti-fog
carbonate mirror-coated lenses. Also
included in the catalogue are six
different styles of swim hat, plus
snorkels and masks (either in sets or
singly), flippers, armbands,
swimwear, aquasocks and
pool slippers.
New for 2008 is a selection of
swimming aids, including an
adjustable swim belt, pool buoy,
kick board and hand paddles - all
available from stock and with colourcoordinated packaging.
Login to your online account at
retail.rucanor.com or call the Sales Hotline
Number (0845 2300147) for further
information on these or any other products
from the Rucanor range.

Jakabel
Jakabel is one of the few companies that stocks its ranges all year round. From floatsuits to UV
wear and wetsuits to pool toys, Jakabel makes sure your customers can be suitably equipped for
swimming and holidays, come rain or shine.
Wetsuits come in both camouflage and neon designs from 12 months to nine years with
matching shoes and headbands. UV 50+ sunsuits, shorts and tops, hats and skorts are in surfstyled pink and blue in top-quality fabrics for ages six months to 11 years. UV 50+ swimsuits and
swimshorts are for ages two-seven years.
The Swimsafe Floatsuit is still the only floatsuit with an anti-tip neck-ring, is UV50 and is the
best one around for ages two-five.
From dive doods to Toypedo bandits to water bombs
and underwater skateboards, Jakabel gives kids the best
fun in the water.
Jakabel: 020 8715 2385.Email: josu.shephard@jakabel.co.uk.
Website: www.jakabel.com.
Agents wanted.
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Maru’s new Aqua Sport range for women sports technical excellence with
sophisticated style

Fashy

Maru’s new autumn/winter 08 Aqua Sport collection for
women offers active swimmers a wide range of
swimsuits that seamlessly marry technical excellence
and optimum performance with vibrant colours and
sophisticated style.
The Pacer range sports swimwear in dazzlingly
coloured graphic swirl-and-splash patterns as well
as solid black and pink. Manufactured in long-life
Pacer fabric, this range is chlorine resistant
and provides UV protection of UPF 50+.
Also new are the thin-strap
Loony Splish Back suits in a
bright pink or orange
surf-style print and the
Dive Zone Back in
flamboyant pink with
geometric patterns.
Following feedback
from customers, Maru
has introduced a new,
medium height leg across
this range.
To find out more call Maru
Swimwear on
+44 (0)115 985 1212, email
sales@maruswimwear.co.uk or
visit www.maruswimwear.co.uk

Fashy’s swimwear and accessories range continues to
grow with customer demand throughout Europe.
Germany’s European swimming champion, Nicole
Hetzer, has helped develop a range of swimwear and
accessories for training, competition and aquarobics.
The range includes chlorine-resistant costumes as well
as essentials. The current catalogue features both
sports and fashion costumes for all age groups. Other
catalogues available include Aqua Fun and Sport.
Goggles and all training accessories include an
extensive Aquarobic range, while the Fashy swim hat
range now offers over 40 different swimcaps and
turbans alongside pool and beach toys. In addition, aqua
shoes, swim shoes, beach and protective poolside shoes
all feature alongside the popular Aqua-fitness socks.
Fashy UK Limited: 01202 515251.

www.sports-insight.co.uk
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PROMOTION

uhlsport
Since its inception over 50 years ago uhlsport has grown from being a
company that catered exclusively for goalkeepers to become a football brand
that caters for every aspect of the game.
GOALKEEPER GLOVES

TEAMWEAR

With 30% of Premiership goalkeepers wearing
uhlsport gloves the brand continues to offer
goalkeepers at all levels unparalleled product
innovation and performance across a range of
price points suitable for any level of retail –from
general through to specialist.
This seasons latest innovation is the Akkurat
–a revolutionary design with the unique
construction and segmentation of the latex. There
are five gloves in the Akkurat family ranging from
RRP £9.99 to £84.99.

The biggest growth area for 2008 – the uhlsport
teamwear range offers a range of garments
from kits to traning gear for all levels of play.
Take the Club team kit – at RRP £19.99 for
shirt, short and sock this lightweight yet hard
wearing fabric offers any club superb value for
money from a leading football brand. With a

GOALKEEPER APPAREL
Uhlsport understands the demands of
goalkeepers at all levels and this
commitment is reflected in the extensive
range of clothing available.The Club
goalkeeping shirt, for example, (RRP
£14.99 (junior), £19.99 (adult) offers a
range of classic keepers jerseys in four
colours whilst the Standard goalkeeping
pants (RRP £16.99 (junior), £19.99
(adult) feature knee and hip padding and
elasticated waistband with drawcord for
classic styling.
Other items available include padded shorts,
longshorts and further shirt and pant options
alongside our ever popular Club Junior
Goalkeeper Set (RRP £24.99).

FOOTBALLS
Uhlsport has always been renowned for its
footballs and the 2008/9 range is no exception.
Take the PT 5 Themis D.M.C 4.0.1 matchball.
Played by professional teams all over the
world the ball offers perfect playing, flight and
bounce characteristics due to a new ball
laminatiuon technology.
Uhlsport footballs range from RRP
£9.99 – £69.99

SHINGUARDS
Uhlsport offer a range of shinguards
across all price points from £3.49 £19.99 from the leading DIV Vyper
through to the simple yet effective
Super Lite shinpad.
For additional information or to
arrange an appointment with your
local agent please contact uhlsport on
01993 851600 or email
julie@uhlsportuk.com.

range of tracksuits, rainjackets, windbreakers
and trainingwear to complement the range
the response has been exceptional.

FOOTWEAR
The uhlsport Kikksokke football
boot is a football boot
that breaks with
every convention.
Liquis plastic fills
an inlayed sole
plate to create the
world’s first one piece
football boot – the result is
boots that feel like second skin.
(RRP £19.99 - £149.99). Further
classically styled boots mean that uhlsport can
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offer the retailer a range of boots for all prices
points and all tyoes of consumer.
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VOX POP

Paul Sherratt, uhlsport UK country manager
HOW STRONG IS THE FOOTBALL SECTOR
AT THE MOMENT?
The sector as a whole is still very strong.
At retail levels the specialists continue to
see steady growth as they firmly establish
themselves as one-stop shops for the
sport. Obviously TV profile, as ever, is still
very high and with the upcoming World
Cup qualifiers and start of the UK
domestic seasons this is the key period
for the football season.

Whole
new
ball

HOW HAVE THE PAST 12 MONTHS BEEN
FOR UHLSPORT?

game
The warm fuzzy feeling of a record haul of medals for
the UK at last month’s Olympic Games may last for
some time. In the football world meanwhile, the
debate about whether Team GB should compete in
2012 continues, says Catherine Eade
Champions in 1908 and 1912, there has
been no British Olympic team since 1960,
and opinion remains divided about whether
there ever will be again. The Scottish, Welsh
and Northern Irish football bodies oppose a
GB team in case it affects their Fifa status,
while England backs the idea.

Rights
Back in 2005 Fifa president Sepp Blatter said:
“The four British associations will not lose the
rights and privileges acquired back in 1947.
They will play with one team, but it is up to
them how they do it. It can be a mixed team, it
can be from just one of the home nations,
whatever they want to do.”
However, in the spring of this year he
recognised that the independent status of the
four British associations could be harmed by a
unified GB team. “They should enter only a
team composed of players from England. This
will then not provoke a long and endless
discussion of the four British associations,” says
Blatter now.
The government, which will spend billions
of pounds of taxpayers’ money on staging the
Games, is very much in favour. In the summer
Andy Burnham, the secretary of state for
Culture, Media and Sport, said: “A British
football team…would be a great thing and,
while we are proud of our individual traditions
as home nations, coming together for this one-

off event to play together as Great Britain is
something I believe the public would enjoy.”
The British Olympic Authority also believes it
would be a way of increasing the level of
support for the London 2012 Games. Lord
Moynihan, the chairman of the British Olympic
Authority, has been quoted as saying: “We must
have a team at the 2012 Games, and we will
have a team. We would expect a Great Britain
team to be strong medal contenders and
generate tremendous excitement throughout
the country.”

Delighted
Meanwhile, an International Olympic Committee
spokeswoman told BBC Sport: “The IOC would
be delighted to see a British football team
participating in the Olympic Games. We are
hopeful that a solution will be worked out
between the national associations, the BOA and
Fifa for London 2012.”
The Football Association too is in favour. Its
take on it? “As hosts, a GB team would
automatically qualify for the competition and we
feel it is very important to take part when the
Games are in our own country. Ideally, we’d like
to be part of a team represented by all four
home nations.”
But with the football governing bodies of
Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales all firmly
opposed to the idea, only one thing is clear:
stalemate has most definitely been reached. SI

Following the structural changes to
uhlsport earlier this year, the current
focus is on establishing a more focused
sales and marketing strategy to support
our retail network. Consequently
aggressive sales growth is planned for
2009 with spring/summer forward orders
already showing an increase on 2008. The
autumn/winter 2009 launch looks set to
continue this trend and with 30 per cent
of Premiership goalkeepers now wearing
uhlsport, the brand presence looks set to
grow massively through 2008/9.
IS THE ECONOMIC SLOWDOWN HAVING
MUCH OF AN EFFECT ON FOOTBALL
ATTENDANCE AND FOOTBALL KIT BUYING?
I think it is clear that even during a credit
crunch people will continue to participate
in their sports and thus whilst
attendances may be down, football kit
buying should continue to be relatively
stable.
HOW CAN FOOTBALL RETAILERS ENSURE
STRONG SALES OVER THE COMING
SEASON?
Undoubtedly the retailers that are
currently being successful are establishing
strong links with their local clubs and
player base. This makes them the ‘turn to’
retailer for the football community. If
they are then able to offer excellent
product ranges and service, the growth
opportunities are definitely there.
UHLSPORT BEST-SELLERS?
Whilst still recognised as one of the
world’s leading glove brands, one of the
fastest growing sectors for uhlsport is the
teamwear range. The Club range has
already established a strong following in
its first year and looks set to continue
through the season. Other range
highlights include the Stadium football
and DIC Vyper shinguards.
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FOOTBALL
LOTTO TO TEAM UP WITH QPR
UNTIL 2013
As of the 2008/2009 season and until 2013, Lotto will be acting
as Technical Sponsor and Official Supplier of Queens Park
Rangers and will provide the apparel and accessories for the
matches, training sessions and leisure time for the first team
through to the Centre of Excellence.
The partnership will enhance the brand awareness of
Lotto, not only in the UK but also at international level, thanks
to the worldwide media coverage of English football and in
particular of QPR. The new alliance will also see
both parties develop commercial ideas along with
new product lines - including leisurewear - inspired
by the team with an unmistakeable Italian touch.
The new team kits, created by Lotto’s Research
and Development Centre in close cooperation with
QPR, are the right fusion of designs characterising
the club in the past and present.The first team kit
features the traditional hoops in reflex blue and white
- the distinctive colours of the club. However, the
hoops have been revised with new graphics enriched
with silver detail. The shirt has a fitted shape fit and
is made of Poly Tech Stretch, an extremely
lightweight, breathable elasticised fabric that ensures
maximum comfort.
For more information and details of stockists contact
Quest dc on 01663 766737 or email allan.cope@virgin.net
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REUSCH
With new technology, new fits, new latexes, new
colourways and new styles, sometimes it is reassuring to
know that popularity is not ignored and some styles
continue year after year with just a slight facelift.
The Reusch Serie A III, one of the most popular
styles in the collection for many years, has had a
new-improved latex palm added and an additional
colourway included.
SERIE A III FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
■ Palm - X1 Wet ‘n Dry. Reusch’s newest all-weather
palm providing ultimate grip during any weather
conditions.
■ Cut - special surround cut (roll finger), guaranteeing
100 per cent latex on the ball.
■ Wrist closure - elasticated wrist bandage with full
velcro wrist strap.
■ Backhand - soft grip latex all over.
■ AirVent system to allow the hand to breath.
■ Colours - white or black/white.
■ SRP - £42.50.
For more information call
0161 439 4383, email
reuschuk@btinternet.com or visit
www.reusch.com

D.I.C VYPER
Thanks to the new uhlsport Morphshield-Technology, the
D.I.C Vyper shinguard offers superb flexibility to adapt
perfectly to the leg and provides a very high level of
protection at the same time.
The flexible compression sock ensures perfect fit
and comfortable wearing (supporting the muscles),
whilst the foam offers shock absorbing qualities three
times better than regular foams.
Worn by some of the world’s leading goalkeepers
and outfield players. RRP: £19.99.
For additional information contact uhlsport on
01993 851600 or email julie@uhlsportuk.com
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Against oral-facial injuries and concussion
in rugby and other contact sports.
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OPROshield the world’s most advanced self-fit mouthguard

MY

CY
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The OPROshield models introduce the revolutionary patented
OPROfin retention system which gives the OPROshield the
best retention (fit) performance of any self-fit mouthguard
in the world.
OPRO mouthguards are used by the England, Wales and
Scotland Rugby teams and ALL Guinness Premiership
Rugby Clubs as well as numerous international rugby
players throughout the world.

Wide front ‘V’ for
optimum adaptation

Stretch zones to
allow OPROshield
to fit all mouths
Unique, patented
OPROfins which break
down on biting and
mould to teeth

The OPROshield Self-fit mouthguard
is the only mouthguard that has full
CE Type Certification*.

MADE IN UK

Posterior buffer
pads for increased
concussion
protection

BEFORE FITTING

Wide open front
palate for optimum
breathing and speech

Become an OPROshield stockist in 2008!
To make an appointment to see your OPRO representative
call 01707 261261 or for further information and to request
sample products please email shieldsales@opro.com.

AFTER
FITTING

See the full OPROshield range at www.oproshield.com

Model Shown
Gold Premium
*correct at time of going to press

England Rugby Football
Schools Union

England Hockey

English Lacrosse

OPRO, A1M Business Centre, 151 Dixons Hill Road, Welham Green, Hatfield, Herts. AL9 7JE UK
web: www.oproshield.com email: shieldsales@opro.com tel: +44(0)1707 261261 fax: +44(0)1707 278495
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IN SEASON RUGBY

GILBERT APPAREL RANGE
GILBERT’s 2008 apparel range combines technological progress and consolidation.
The core training range remains largely unchanged from 2007, enabling clubs and
retailers to keep a consistent appearance without changing 100 per cent of their kit.
New technical performance polos and T-shirts have been introduced to
complete the offer, as well as more colour options in the best-selling lines (storm
jacket and undershirts). 2008 also sees the introduction of a complete leisure range
designed to cater for the off-field needs of the brand’s expanding portfolio of clubs.
For more information contact your sales representative or call 08450 661823.

RUGBY
PLAY SAFE SAMURAI BODY ARMOUR
Conforming to the very latest IRB standards, Samurai Body
Armour is constructed from some of the most technical
fabrics available and specifically manufactured to fit
comfortably on your body. Soft-feel mesh inserts guarantee
exceptional breathability and the garments’ integral pockets
allow you to choose exactly where you want the most
protection.
The anatomically-shaped pads are made from
polymorphic foam for maximum impact protection. The
padding is placed in key areas such as the kidneys, sternum, collar
bones and top of the spine, giving ultimate protection. Pads are
also removable to enable easy product cleaning.
This aesthetically pleasing and stylish Samurai product is a
must-have for any rugby enthusiast who requires maximum
protection with a comfortable fit from a fashionable, practical and
affordable product.
To find out more call 0870 725 5000, email sales@samuraisports.com or visit www.samurai-sports.com
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OPTIMUM TRIBAL
RUGBY RANGE
The new range of Optimum Tribal protection is quickly
becoming the company’s most popular and fastest-selling
range ever.
The Five Pad Tribal Long, along with the matching
Hed Web Classic Tribal, is being introduced in the new
colourway of black/gold along with the already
established navy/silver and is proving to be Optimum’s
most popular range of protection for the 2008 season. At
RRP £24.99 (juniors) and £29.99 (seniors) and with an
exciting new selection of matching products, the
Optimum Tribal range will continue to be at the forefront
of body protection for some time to come.
For more details contact Optimum on 01942 497707.
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SYNERGIE ELITE
RUGBY BOOT
The GILBERT range offers lightweight durable performance
boots that provide stability and support and have been designed
to meet the demands of all rugby players, and is endorsed by some
of the world’s top international players. The Synergie Elite
combines the new XSP outsole and a sleek last profile and external
heel counter, which not only gives ultimate performance, but also
maximum fit and comfort. The K-Leather upper creates excellent
feel and gives the boot a lightweight responsiveness, while
the Elite Protex footbed provides excellent heel cushioning
and mid foot stability. This is a boot that is capable of
performing at the very highest level. Available in 8 stud
[6-15], 6 stud [6-13] and Moulded [6-13] options.

XACT HEADGUARD
WHITE
The popular Xact Headguard is now available in a stylish
White option as well as the existing black. Internationally
endorsed by a number of top players, the Xact
Headguard provides the ultimate performance. It is
designed to be fully flexible and has a three-dimensional
fit for maximum comfort. The design includes cut out
ear sections for improved communication, and
strategic air vents to improve airflow and prevent
overheating. It also has a cross lace system and an
improved adjustable chinstrap to ensure that the fit
can be adjusted to accommodate a variety of head
shapes. The Xact Headguard meets the specific IRB
requirements and is approved for match play.
Available in sizes SB – XL

SYNERGIE 12
PROTECTION
The GILBERT protection range has been developed to
meet the demands and physical intensity of
professional rugby and is widely endorsed
by international players from around
the world. This is clear to see in the
high quality Synergie 12 – which is our
most enhanced padding system to date.
Twelve ergonomically designed pads
provide protection for ribs, kidneys, biceps, back and
sternum whilst still allowing the wearer to execute a
full range of movement. The shoulders utilise the
improved Tri Flex padding system – triangular
interlocking protective cells - for superior performance
and a unique and perfect fit for every player. The base
fabric is a lightweight and breathable double layer mesh
that transports moisture away from the skin to help
regulate temperature and keep the wearer cool. As with
all GILBERT protection, the Synergie 12 meets the
specific IRB requirements and is approved for match
play. Available in sizes SB - XXL

For further information call 08450 661823 or
email sales@gilbertrugby.com or visit our website

www.gilbertrugby.com

GILBERT- Created
RUGBY
to Perform
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GILBERTS POPULARITY
CONTINUES TO GROW
GILBERT TEAM WEAR CONTINUES TO BE
AT THE FOREFRONT OF AN EXCITING
AND DEMANDING SECTOR.
Gilberts profile within the team wear
sector has been steadily growing over
the last few seasons, no better
example than the Blue Bulls success
in last year’s Super 14 Competition or
the England Women’s Grand Slam.
Made to the same high standards
that have made Gilbert balls world
famous, the 2008 textiles range offers
strength, comfort and style. With a
strong and reliable supply chain
combined with a focused design team
Gilbert are well placed to move forward
and maximize the opportunities within
this sector.
The utilization of specialist fabrics
from other hi-tech sports whilst still
maintaining the technical construction
necessary for the demands of rugby has
allowed the Gilbert product team to
produce a functional, fashionable and
durable range of products. Gilbert offer
a wide selection of match shirts which
can be customised to meet individual
club requirements, from slim fitting
sublimated printed shirts to the stylish
Xact Match shirts.
Gilbert’s renewed focus on team
wear has been extremely well received
by both the trade and end consumer
alike. Not only are clubs looking for
good quality kit but more often than not

a reliable and flexible service,
something the company sees as
paramount to success in this field. In
meeting both individual needs of
players and also demands of team
management, the collection provides
team wear flexibility and high
performance functionality.
The Xact match shirt continues to
grow in popularity. A stylish durable
shirt with moisture management
properties the Xact offers a quality yet

affordable option. The Xact is now
available in two additional junior sizes
and runs from 4XS to 3XL with the
option of long sleeve and a ladies fit.
Following it’s successful introduction in
2007 the XP Tour Jacket has now been
upgraded to include the stylish “Gilbert
since 1823 logo”. This jacket is the
genuine all rounder and is ideal for
warm up, training or as a casual option.
Excellent stock availability and a
wide range of bespoke options make
Gilbert an effective choice for many
clubs and schools.
In order to meet the requirements of
rugby teams more effectively, Gilbert
have launched an exciting new Team
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Wear Catalogue focusing on team
requirements, with the facility to
customise not only match shirts but a
number of key training, leisure and
performance items with specific club
colours, logos and numbers.
We expect that the combination of
more and more high profile contracts
allied to a strong advertising campaign

will ensure Gilbert Team Wear
continues to be at the forefront of an
exciting and demanding sector.
In addition to the new team wear
catalogue currently available for mail
out we are working on new ways to
incentivise team wear specialist
retailers. A revamped website detailing
more clearly the extensive options

available to teams with clear links to
these specialists and a proposed facility
to design your own kit on line will take
this process to the next level.
Our sales force is well versed on
the demands of the team wear sector
and are always available with samples
to assist retailers wherever possible.

To request your copy of the
2008 Gilbert team wear
brochure and to find out more
about the range or support
available please contact your
local representative or call
08450 66 1823 or visit
www.gilbertrugby.com.
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PROMOTION

BURTON MCCALL GEARS UP FOR
OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 2008:
Burton McCall Ltd, the UK's leading distributor of premium outdoor accessories, will once again be exhibiting at this year's
Outdoor Trade Show - which takes place at Stoneleigh Park near Coventry between Tuesday 30th September and Thursday
2nd October 2008 (www.outdoortradeshow.com).
One of the founder members of the show, Burton McCall will be using the event to showcase their extensive range of
quality brands and products, to meet face to face with valued customers (and perhaps a few new ones), to launch a whole
host of innovative new products and to make one or two exciting announcements, including:

FREELOADER - NEW DISTRIBUTOR:
Burton McCall is delighted to announce that it has become the official
distributor for the widely acclaimed 'Freeloader' portable solar
powered battery charger. Created by Gloucestershire based Solar
Technology, the Freeloader is a great looking, compact and reliable
device that can charge a variety of the latest mobile gadgets while on
the move, using power stored in an internal battery; supplied via a
mains charger, car charger or USB - or by using FREE, eco-friendly Solar
Energy. The Freeloader comes complete with a wide range of
connectors, making it by far the most versatile solar charger on the
market. Connectors include the latest mobile
phones (inc iPhone + iTouch), mp3 players (inc
iPod), digital cameras, PDAs and portable
gaming devices (inc PSP).

100 YEARS OF SIGG:
September 2008 sees Swiss
manufacturer SIGG celebrate 100
years of producing premium quality,
healthy and environmentally friendly
aluminium bottles - and to help
celebrate, SIGG has produced three
special edition centenary bottles
which reflect the look and feel of the
original 1908 design and feature a
flip-top 'retro' lid. With recent news
stories highlighting the environmental damage caused by disposable
plastic bottles, demand for an
unbreakable, reusable and recyclable
alternative (such as SIGG) has never
been higher. In addition to producing
a wide range of exciting styles
andcolourful designs (in both adults
and kids sizes), SIGG bottles are
seamless, leak-proof and feature a
unique, easy to clean, crack-resistant
liner; suitable for any kind of drink not just water. Come and see the new
2009 range on the
Burton McCall stand.

NEW VICTORINOX PACKAGING:
Originally designed by Karl Elsener in 1897, the iconic
Victorinox 'Swiss Army Knife' has become a universally
recognized symbol of high quality Swiss craftsmanship and
multi-functionality - trusted by generations of outdoor
enthusiasts for over 100 years. Now Victorinox, Burton
McCall's longest established partner (for over 50 years), has
brought their collection of beautifully made, versatile
products right up to date with a 21st century makeover.
Using stylish colours, graphics and imagery, clear product
information and tactile packaging (featuring a 'Euro-hook'
and referencing
Victorinox's support
of Mountain Rescue
England & Wales),
their brand new range
of contemporary,
consumer friendly
packaging guarantees
that every product will
stand out at point
of sale.

Additional brands distributed by Burton McCall in the UK include; Adventure Medical Kits, Barska, Bridgedale, Go System,
Granger's, Greenheat, Holeys, Mag-lite, New Balance (watches), Pacsafe, Recta, Satmap, Sea To Summit and Techtrail
To make an appointment at the show, please contact your Sales Executive or Account Manager or call 0116 234 4611/4622.
We look forward to seeing you on Stand 59 in Hall 2.

Burton McCall Limited, 163 Parker Drive, Leicester, LE4 0JP Tel: 0116 234 4600 - www.burton-mccall.co.uk
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INTELLIGENT INNOVATION FROM GM
Off the back of a substantial investment in research, expert advice and machinery
we now have:-

Superior wood conditioning that improves the
stability and consistency of willow pre-production

A new state of the art CAD
(Computer Aided Design) facility

Quantum improvements to the vital
pressing operation

Blade crafting by advanced CAM
(Computer Aided Manufacturing)

ENGLISH BAT MAKING AT ITS BEST
GM Operations Centre, Trent Lane,

®

Colwick, Nottingham NG2 4DS
Telephone: 0115 985 3500
Fax: 0115 985 3501
Email:
assist@unicorngroup.com
Web:
www.gm-cricket.com
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OFF THE BAT

Some big cricket events over the coming season should ensure the
game retains its high profile and feelgood factor, says Catherine Eade
While many sportsmen and women are still
basking in the warm glow of Team GB’s
greatest ever Olympics, non-Olympic sports
may be feeling a little left out. One look at
the cricket sector, however, proves that out
of sight is by no means out of mind. The
sport is anticipating a high profile season
ahead and has been performing well.
Cricket may not currently be included as
an Olympic sport, but this could change if
Twenty20 supporters get their way. The idea
of Twenty20 cricket becoming an Olympic
sport was first put forward by former
Australian wicketkeeper Adam Gilchrist and
has since received support from various
former and current international players.
Australia’s captain Ricky Ponting has joined
a concerted push to try to ensure Twenty20
is included in the Olympic programme in
time for the 2020 Games.
“The explosion of Twenty20 cricket
globally has already had a huge impact on
the game, says Ponting. “It’s created more
markets around the world…it’s created
more fans. Creating more fans creates more
players. Just imagine what having cricket in
the Olympics would do for the game
globally - and imagine the extra following
cricket could bring to the Games.”
Cricket has not appeared in an Olympic
Games since 1900, when the British beat a
French team over two days. (The match
was only retrospectively recognised as
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being an Olympic contest in 1912, when the
International Olympic Committee compiled
a definitive list of all events in the five
modern Olympiads up to that point.)
The International Cricket Council is
considering further representation to the
IOC for a Games Twenty20 by 2020, so
some big changes could be afoot.

Cricket boom?
Stuart Waterton of Kookaburra says: “2009
will be a very exciting year for all cricketers.
The Twenty20 World Cup and the Ashes
series is bound to put cricket firmly on the
back pages and will lead to an increase in
the profile of the game. We can all
remember the explosion of interest as a
consequence of the Ashes win in 2005, and
there is no reason why a successful England
team cannot have the same effect in 2009.”
Gunn & Moore marketing director
David Broughton adds: “The recreational
game is maintaining high participation
levels, plus the sustained and rapid
development of the Twenty20 game is still
a very important factor.”
Richard Beghin, managing director of
Flicx, is also upbeat: “I think it’s going to be
an exciting time for cricket, although it’s
going to compete dramatically with the
Olympic sports over the next four years.
The Twenty20 World Cup, Ashes and
Stanford 20/20 are all bringing excitement

and loads of money into the game
at a senior level. It seems that our
captain Kevin Pietersen cannot put
a foot wrong and as long as our
national team is winning we will
have kids wanting to play. We saw it
after the 2005 Ashes success and hopefully
we will see it in years to come.”
Gray-Nicolls’ sales and marketing
director Richard Gray, pleased with the news
that England’s star batsman Alastair Cook
has signed a long-term extension to his
contract with the brand, is also positive
about cricket’s current profile. “As is
apparent from the massive media coverage
in recent times, cricket is undergoing a
revolution,” says Gray. “The arrival of the IPL
and Stanford competitions has transformed
the financial side and will only serve to
increase the exposure of the sport on the
world stage and hopefully lead to more kids
being inspired and taking up the game.”
All four brands contacted by ‘Sports
Insight’ also reported a strong performance
in the sector to date.

Sports Insight: How have sales
been over the last 12 months and
how good is your brand’s profile?
RICHARD GRAY: it is fair to say that after the
three years of record growth following the
2005 Ashes series sales have been a little less
exciting this year, largely due to two
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consecutive poor summers weather-wise.
However, Gray-Nicolls’ profile is stronger
than it has ever been. In international cricket
more Test centuries were made with GrayNicolls bats than any other brand, and in the
county game more players chose GrayNicolls than the nearest competitor.
STUART WATERTON: good. Kookaburra has
attained a reputation as the most
innovative brand in the market, the brand
that people want to see first when making
their purchasing decisions.
DAVID BROUGHTON: sales have been good despite the weather and some of the
national team’s performances. Gunn &
Moore is one of the top three cricket
brands, and has been historically. 2009 will
see the start of a quantum leap forward in
consistency, quality and performance of GM
bats as a result of a three-year research
programme in timber technology, which has
driven the implementation of significant
changes to the bat-making process and is
allied to a major investment in new
production technology in Nottingham.
RICHARD BEGHIN: Flicx has done very well
over the last 12 months. We have
expanded our range dramatically and
upgraded the Flicx Hardball Bowling
machine for improved accuracy.

How strong is the cricket sector at
the moment?
DB: I think that the term ‘consolidating’,
following the post-2005 Ashes
phenomenon, would probably be the
fairest description at the moment.
RG: the long-term trend is definitely
upwards, but short-term we need a good
start to the summer, both weather-wise
and in terms of England’s performances, to
generate additional sales.
RB: cricket is strong and growing. There are
so many opportunities for youngsters to
play. Schemes like Chance to Shine and the
PCA Masters are doing a great job of getting

cricket going at schools and clubs. However,
it’s the winning of the national team that
makes the biggest changes to the success of
the team. Kids want to be part of successful
games and I certainly feel we will have a
great future in cricket in the years to come.
SW: the cricket market remains fairly
consistent, although the number of junior
players continues to grow healthily. The
next year will be very exciting in terms of
the profile of the game, which is likely to
give participation a boost.

What developments in cricket
equipment are driving sales?
DB: new products, new products,
new products!
RG: the changing nature of the game
continues to drive bat shapes and designs,
although the laws of the game restrict the
use of the materials that we can use. In
other categories, we are now incorporating
new technologies to enable us to reduce
weight while maintaining performance.
SW: technology and design are key factors in
the development of cricket. Kookaburra
continues to lead the market in terms of the
combination of performance-led design with
striking graphics. Refinements to the technical
way in which the willow is processed and the
bats made are key in making sure that
products represent the best value for money.
It must, however, be remembered that every
cricket bat is slightly different and the skill of
the batmaker is paramount. The traditional
methods of manufacture continue to provide
the best method in which to produce bats
with that bespoke feel, but without the
associated cost. It remains the best way to
produce bats, albeit with a little helping hand
from technology.
RB: cricket needs to change, especially after
such sports as golf and tennis have adapted
to modern technology. Gone are the
wooden racquets and reliance on umpires
and linesman’s calls. They have embraced
technology. Cricket, I feel, is on the verge of
changing. There are exciting new designs in

cricket balls by Dukes, while coaching aids
like the Katchett and the Crazy Catch have
changed the face of coaching at all levels. Is
it not time that we started looking at
synthetic cricket bats?

Is talk of the current economic
slowdown having much impact?
SW: the credit crunch is affecting the entire
sports industry. Customers are becoming
more discerning in purchasing decisions. But
sales have held up well throughout the last
year for Kookaburra. The important thing is
to provide the right product at the right price.
RG: market feedback would suggest that the
slowdown has made its presence felt in the
sports industry generally.
DB: it is hard to tell specifically, but I can't
see Gunn & Moore being immune. At this
stage I think the effect is probably being felt
more at retail.
RB: to a certain extent. However, I also feel
we have felt the effects of the excitement of
the 2012 Olympics. Over the next four years
the buzz is certainly going to be on Olympic
sports. We are thus adapting and
relaunching the brand to help contribute to
the next four years.

What advice would you give to
retailers wanting to improve their
cricket sales?
SW: the key is preparation. There is no
substitute for knowing your market and the
opportunities that exist within it. It is
therefore important to do your research
before undertaking any new venture. Make
sure that you know who your customers are
likely to be and what are their product
preferences. Define your market and buy
accordingly, back the winning brands and
ensure that you are able to give the level of
service and product knowledge that you
yourself would demand as a consumer. Do
not try to grow too quickly.
RG: The secret is to specialise and give your
customers the breadth of choice and
knowledgeable service that cannot always
be found elsewhere.
DB: Without doubt, concentrate the business
on the brands who’ve historically invested in
the game and in their products. SI
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CRAZY CATCH

CRICKET
KOOKABURRA
Kookaburra launches its 2009 cricket collection this month.
After being named the ‘coolest brand in cricket’ by ‘All Out
Cricket’ in 2008, the new range takes the brand from
strength to strength.
The highly successful Kookaburra ‘Big Kahuna’ bat has
been upstaged by the new ‘Biggest Kahuna’ bat. It’s a huge
powerhouse of a bat designed for only the serious big hitters
- bowlers and windows beware.
With the scene set for the World Cup and the Ashes, the
Biggest Kahuna is sure to take centre stage. The Biggest Kahuna
(SSP £150) will be available for delivery from January 2009.
A favourite amongst the young and tenacious, The Beast
Range of equipment continues to inflict attitude and passion
into cricket, perfect for the fans of Twenty20 cricket.
To see Kookaburra’s latest cricket range call the Kookaburra
sales office today: 01536 209 210. Alternatively, visit
www.kookaburra.biz
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Fitness, agility and coordination all wrapped up in one exercise tool - from youngsters
at primary schools to top sportsmen and women.
Crazy Catch is a reaction trainer with a difference. Whilst a ‘Sane Side’ provides a
typical predictable ball rebound, an ‘Insane Side’ produces an unpredictable ball return.
Available in three sizes, Crazy Catch comes with a range of fun activity cards and can be
used by all ages and abilities in clubs, schools and at home. Used by the South African
cricket team and Brian Habana, and endorsed by Sherylle Calder, a vision eye specialist
coach for the British Olympic team, Crazy Catch is a great training aid for any sport that
involves hand-eye coordination.
Contact Flicx UK: Walltree House Farm, Steane Brackley, Northants NN13 5NS.
Tel: 01295 816765. Websites www.crazycatch.com and www.flicx.com
Email: keith@flicx.com
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GUNN &
MOORE 2008
The England vs New Zealand Test Series
saw both captains, Michael Vaughan and
Stephen Fleming, using the GM Purist ll.
Made from prime English willow in
Nottingham, the most sought-after bat in
the world has now evolved to feature a
GM Super Powerarc blade, contoured
edges with perimeter weighting and a
GM Control grip. Its lightweight design
with improved pick-up is not only the
bat of choice for international captains,
but also club players who demand the
very best.
For further information contact your
Unicorn Group representative or GM
Customer Services. Tel: 0115 985 3500.
Email: assist@unicorngroup.com.
Website: www.gm-cricket.com

GRAY-NICOLLS SHOE RANGE
Over the past 10 years Gray-Nicolls has become a leading force in the development of
cricket shoes. Cricket, with its vast range of explosive movements, requires footwear
specifically designed to cater for the rigorous demands that the modern game places
upon players.
In keeping with its reputation for continuous innovation and improvement, GrayNicolls has produced a new range of shoes suitable for the playground to the Test arena.
QUANTUM
A lightweight shoe designed for the
serious cricketer looking for a running shoe
profile with the stability features required
for a long day in the field.
The upper’s combination of leather and
mesh provides the ultimate in breathability
and comfort.
CARBO-LITE HELMET
New for 2009. Extremely
lightweight and unique in design, the
Carbo-lite moulded carbon helmet features a
unique airflow ventilation design that significantly aids
player comfort. The shell is lined with a new sweat absorption
material, making batting or wicket keeping far more comfortable,
even on the hottest of days.
A rounded peak design enhances the players’ peripheral
vision by an extra 15 per cent. The Carbo-lite helmet is fitted with the
Ti-Tech grille, made purely of titanium, making it both featherlight and
extremely strong.
Gray-Nicolls: 01580 880357. sales@grays-int.co.uk
www.gray-nicolls.co.uk
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HARROWS DARTS
The new Wayne ‘Hawaii 501’ Mardle range of darts has been the hit of the season. Mardle’s extrovert character and skill on the oche has seen him rise
to the very top of the pro darts scene. Superb performances in the PDC World Championships, World Matchplay and Premier League have stamped his
unique image on the sport - making him truly the ‘People’s Champion’. Available in 22gr, 24gr, 26gr (SRP £22.99).
Harrows’ Magnetic Maths Safety Dart Game is a fun way for all the family to enjoy a game of darts, whilst learning maths at the same time. Each
scoring section of the solid steel-faced dartboard is numbered according to the points value - singles, doubles, trebles, inner bull and outer bull. There
are many ways to enjoy the game - traditional '01 games or a host of other number challenge contests. Complete with six magnetic safety darts, this is
a product that has instant appeal to players of all ages and abilities - whether darts or maths. Six pieces per outer (SRP £14.99).
Harrows Darts: 01992 300300. Email sales@harrows-darts.com

INDOOR

GARLANDO FOOTBALL TABLES
The Garlando brand of football tables is well established in the UK
and is a recognised market leader. This is not a ‘cheap and
cheerful’ range, but a quality collection and all Garlando tables
(with the exception of the F-1) are manufactured in Italy. Garlando
is one of only five brands worldwide to be an ITSF (International
Table Soccer Federation) partner.
The Garlando range sold in the UK includes 18 models to suit
all tastes and budgets. The majority have telescopic safety rods
and steel roller bearings, which greatly improve the speed of the
game whilst reducing stress on player’s wrists.
For more information visit www.uktablesports.co.uk, email
sales@uktablesports.co.uk or call 0845 2600 780.
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UNICORN 2009 - THE BEST
JUST GETS BETTER
Unicorn 2009 destroys the myth that Team Unicorn stars
use specially-made darts or configurations. Nowhere is
that more true than with Phil Taylor.
The EVOLUTION OF THE POWER SERIES features the
very barrels used by Phil during his remarkable journey
to 13 World Championships. With the help of UniLab and
UniBoffin, Phil continues to push the barriers to discover
the best possible configuration for him.
The AUTHENTIC range brings together the actual
barrels used by Team Unicorn, whilst SIGNATURE
showcases a comprehensive range of Team Unicorn
approved darts.
The SPECIALIST range shows the benefits of UniLab,
particularly with the introduction of Sigma Pro 950 and
the new Gripper darts, the first Unicorn dart with grips
on the tips.
For no nonsense precision engineered, great value
darts, look no further than the CORE
range, particularly the
new Striker with its
choice of 24 barrels.

The Unicorn Eclipse Pro
dartboard – used in all Sky
televised tournaments.
tre
Home Darts cen
The Guinness
nge
w Guinness Ra
part of the ne
from Unicorn.

-

DARTBOARDS
Unicorn dartboards continue
to get massive exposure on
every Sky televised darts
tournament.

NEW
LICENSED
PRODUCTS
New Unicorn ranges
featuring ONLY FOOLS AND
HORSES and GUINNESS offer
an exclusive opportunity for
increased Christmas sales.

WEBSITE
Join the 100,000 unique visitors
a month who now visit the
Unicorn darts website each
month for updates on the
latest products and news, plus
the unique contributions of
UniBoffin and UniLab.
Unicorn Customer Services : 0115 985 3500
Email: assist@unicorngroup.com
website: www.unicorn-darts.com

Only Fools and Horses
darts set from Unicorn Lovely Jubbly!!
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CORNILLEAU
With more than 60 years of experience, Cornilleau is the European leader in table
tennis tables. The company is well known for manufacturing table tennis products
that are years ahead of the competition in terms of innovation, with unsurpassed
quality and technological standards.
The company offers a complete range of table tennis tables, bats, balls and
accessories. The offering includes products designed for home recreational use as well
as a range designed for intensive use in schools, clubs and institutions. Added to this
are the ITTF (International Table Tennis Federation) approved tables for tournaments
and competition use.
For more information visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email sales@uktabletennis.co.uk
or call 0845 2600 780.

TABLE TENNIS
LION SPORT (UK) LTD
ENJOYS NEW SALES
RECORDS WITH STIGA
AND LIONSUPPLIES
Alan Hydes, former four times Commonwealth
Gold medalist, comments that: “Table tennis is
looking very healthy at the moment. There
seems to be a growing amount of interest in
clubs and schools. The English Table Tennis
Association is working very hard with its
development officers to stimulate interest in the
leisure market, the school market and the club
market, which is of interest to all the
competition players.”
STIGA has introduced the new NANO
PREMIER bat, which offers increased spin and
speed for the most discerning of players.
A new product from LION is the LION SUPER
CARBO bat. This has been designed by the LION
factory in China, a leading manufacturer of
table tennis bats in the world. It offers a larger
sweet spot and dynamic spin and speed. This
product will be available for the new season.
Retailers’ feedback to LION SPORT (UK) LTD
on table tennis sales is that they have been
pleasantly surprised at the increased amount of
public interest, which has turned into positive
sales for them. Retailers are working to increase
the retail space they devote to table tennis
sales to maximise this business opportunity.
LION SPORT (UK) LTD. Tel: 01903 788268. Email:
info@stiga-lion.com
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CONSUMER
HABITS
People are still purchasing, but where and why?
The NPD Group investigates

With countless articles having been written about the
current state of the economy, it would be unfair to
expect you to read another piece on the subject. Instead,
this article will examine what consumers are purchasing,
why they are purchasing and for what reasons.
Currently sales of luxury items such as electronic goods
are falling, as is the number of people eating out on a regular
basis, while footwear and clothing manufacturers are also
having a tough time. What is interesting, though, is that the
consumers who are continuing to purchase do so with the
proviso that they are getting value for money from the
product/service bought.

Market share
The top brands still command the greatest market share at
the top of the ladder, but what we are seeing is that some of
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the well-known but not necessarily as fashionable brands are
gaining share quarter over quarter. Fila, Le Coq Sportif and
Hi-Tec have all increased market share since the start of 2008,
for example.
In comparison, supermarkets selling own-brand footwear
and apparel such as Tesco and Asda have declined in value,
while other value stores like Primark & BHS have remained at
the same levels for a year. These stores have offered some
unbelievable deals on multipacks and unbranded footwear
over the past few years, but it seems that customers now
want their products to last longer, rather than having to
purchase cheaper products more often.
With NPD’s new online consumer panel, the scope to
look in-depth at consumers’ habits is far easier as a result of
the ability to ask them a larger variety of questions. One of
the questions NPD has recently added to its list is: “Why did
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FAR LEFT: Adidas is the
most popular brand
amongst men surveyed
by NPD
LEFT: Brands such as
Hi-Tec offer good
value for money,
according to NPD

you chose this particular retailer?” For the low-cost stores the
primary answers given have been “price” followed by
“location of store”. When measuring the top three
sportswear stores, the answers become far more fragmented.
“Location” is the top answer, but after this responses are
widespread, with the words “quality” and “good range of
products” appearing. For the low-cost stores these answers
rarely register.

Retail
Clearly there is a wide range of differences in the spending
habits of purchasers from one store to the next, so
salespeople need to know how to gain the maximum from
the consumers entering their stores. Sweatshop is one such
store where 36 per cent of purchases were influenced by the
salesperson, who made recommendations about the product
to choose. The combination of a wide range of specific shoes
and apparel and a personalised service is part of a strategy to
build up a long-term relationship and therefore loyalty with
consumers.
Looking at the largest retailers, it is obvious that sales
people don’t play as large a role. Twenty-seven per cent of
sales at Sports Direct were made because the items were
reduced or on offer at a cheap price, whereas the fact that
the product looks good was the most influential factor within
JD Sports.

comparing Reebok, Umbro, Le Coq Sportif, Hi-Tec and Fila,
the most popular answers were “Offers value for money” or
“It was cheap/discounted”. Asics stands alone among the top
brands with responses along the lines of “It was
recommended” and “Manufacturers high-end products”.
Male consumers account for around two-thirds of total
market sales, so are there specific differences in their reasons
for buying? A question posed is: “What factor most
influenced your purchase?”. For males the most popular
response was “The products look good”, whereas for females
the main reason is “Fit”. Certainly males are more influenced
by advertising, as sales over the last 12 months assigned to
advertisements totalled £29million, whereas females only
responded to a total of £14million.
Similarly, in responding to endorsements males were
more likely to purchase brands because of a celebrity link,
with £29million of value sales attributed to this, compared to
£11million for females. The Nike ‘Here I Am’ campaign went
a long way in generating interest amongst females and the
new 20th year celebration of the ‘Just Do It’ tag will more
than likely increase Nike’s lead at the top. However, Adidas is
still more popular amongst males when responding: “Is my
favourite brand”. SI

Fig 1: Why did you choose this brand?
% of respondants

Brands
When it comes to brands, the question: “Why choose this
brand?” has been asked. The most popular responses have
been “design/style” and “comfort/fit”, but when you begin
to break down the data into brands interesting differences
appear. Nike, Adidas and Converse all registered “Is my
favourite brand” as the third highest answer. When

Source: NPD GB Sports
Consumer Panel
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Revolutionary
Sci-MX Nutrition has recently launched an all-inone lean muscle gain formula called OmniMX™. Inspired by the Latin word Omni meaning
’everything, all’, Omni-MX™ is now available!
Sci-MX Nutrition believes Omni-MX™ is Britain’s
best all-in-one lean muscle building formula and
it contains proven, tried and tested ingredients
that increase muscle size, strength and power.
The retail price for a 1.68 kg, 24 serving
pack is £45.99. This equates to £1.91 per
serving which compares favourably with the
UK’s best known all-in-one formula in terms of
value as well as nutritional profile, making
Omni-MX™ unquestionably superior to any
similar product.
Each daily serving of Omni-MX™ provides
an optimum dose of 70g of GRS-5™ protein
blend, 10g creatine, 10g l-glutamine, 3g HMB,
2g beta-alanine, 11g BCAA’s, ecdysterone,

New all-in-one lean
muscle gain formula
from Sci-MX Nutrition

chromium and Bioperine™. Available
in delicious banana, chocolate and strawberry
flavours.
Whether you want
to build muscle size,
burn fat, increase
strength and
power, improve
your physical
appearance by
getting into
shape, or
enhance your
sports
performance, SciMX Nutrition
offers a range of
nutritional
supplements to help you achieve your goal.

thumbs up
Sci-MX gets the thumbs up from
Rugby’s top echelons.
Sci-MX Nutrition is the official sports supplement partner to the Guinness
Premiership rugby side Worcester Warriors for the 2007/2008/2009
season, with matches televised live on Sky Sports and the BBC, where the
Sci-MX logo on players’ kits is displayed to an average of 1.2 million
viewers per game throughout the 8 month season. Sci-MX’s nutritional
advisors work closely with the team and coaching staff to ensure that they
follow the most effective nutrition plans for their specific physical needs,
position and training regime.
Team captain and England cap, Pat Sanderson, recently said “I’ve tried
just about every brand of supplement that exists. The Sci-MX range is the
most effective and offers the widest variety of products, covering every
aspect of muscle building and conditioning. Pro athletes cannot wager
using poorly manufactured products due to the risk of contamination. SciMX’s stringent quality control and batch testing gives me complete peace
of mind so that I can focus on what I do best”
Sci-MX Nutrition has also been appointed as the official supplement
supplier to the Irish Rugby Football Union (IRFU). As a prestigious
international rugby union, the IRFU applies stringent criteria when
appointing a nutritional partner. This move also means that all Irish
national club sides will also be using Sci-MX Nutrition.

Sci-MX Nutrition Ltd, Coln Park, Andoversford Industrial Estate, Cheltenham, GL54 4HJ.
E: info@sci-mx.co.uk
T: +44(0) 1242 821 304
F: +44(0) 1242 820 975

www.sci-mx.co.uk
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LA MUSCLE
LA Muscle’s award-winning
protein is still number one
for athletes.
The world’s best and most
effective protein now comes in
easy-to-use sachets. You can mix
and match six different flavours
(£39.99 for a box of 24) to savour
every taste. LA Whey is also
available in larger tubs for
maximum power, strength and
durability. To increase muscle size
and form that perfect figure why
not take ‘Sculpt’ or ‘Norateen
Hollywood Body’? Reliable and
effective, these potent formulas
will change the way you live and
combine well with LA Whey.
Freephone 0800 328 2345, email
pr@lamuscle.com or visit
www.lamuscle.com for a
discounted rate. Wholesale and
trade prices are also available.
Contact LA Muscle directly for
more information.

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS
SK SPORT SUPPLIES
SK Sport Supplies is one of the original one-stop shops where you can buy directly from
one supplier a wide choice of excellent quality branded supplements at competitive prices
alongside an extensive range of weight training, martial arts, cage fighting and boxing
accessories complemented by a variety of clothing specifically for bodybuilders and
athletes who want loose clothing suitable to train in.
The company’s own-brand Vyomax Nutrition is one of its leading sellers. Price
conscious, excellent quality and innovative, SK Sport Supplies always aims to provide
customers with the best products, while constantly striving to improve its existing ones.
SK Sport Supplies offers good discounts to the trade with a minimum £100 order. The
company’s own vans offer a delivery service in the North West area and a next-day courier
delivery service wherever possible.
For a free catalogue and price list call
0161 865 8555 or email tracey@sksports.co.uk
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OUTSOURCED

WEB DESIGN

From design to content management, it’s now possible to outsource every aspect
of a business’s web presence, says Dave Howell

Outsourcing IT services has become commonplace in
many businesses. Handing at least the maintenance of
your IT systems to a third party can mean substantial cost
savings. Outsourcing, however, is usually associated with
desktop and server support. When you’re building and
maintaining your website, can outsourcing also provide a
cost-effective way for your business to maintain its
presence on the web and reduce costs into the bargain?
It is now possible to create a website out of a box.
Packages exist that offer a template-driven interface that can
have your website up and running in just a few minutes. ISPs
such as I&1 Internet have also moved into this market, offering
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a complete point-and-click interface from your internet
browser that again uses templates to generate the pages of
your online store. Your website needs will clearly govern if
these systems are ideal for your business. However, for more
sophisticated websites with multiple sales channels, trolley
systems and interfaces to your bricks-and-mortar store,
outsourcing your website’s construction will be a more costeffective option.

Design agencies
Even a quick search of the internet reveals a plethora of
design agencies, from one-man bands to large agencies, that
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offer to build your website. Prices can start at below £500,
but look closely at what these small fees actually buy your
business. Often, low-cost packages only include a limited
number of pages, few support services and very basic
ecommerce functionality.
Another major move is to use offshore outsourcing, as
costs can be significantly lower than using traditional
services. Eastern Europe is becoming a hotbed of outsource
providers with IT being one of the main driving forces. India
is also now home to many web design outsourcing agencies.
If you would like to explore this option for your website
construction, ‘Indian Take-Away: Offshore Outsourcing
for Small to Medium-Sized Enterprises’ by Jim Downey is a
great place to start as it gives a complete overview of
offshore outsourcing.
The key to outsourcing your web design is to clearly
understand your own requirements. Look closely at what you
want your website to deliver to your business. Any agency or
freelance web designer you hire will only be able to deliver
the website you want if they have concise and unambiguous
blueprints to work from. It’s important to try and avoid any
misunderstandings as these can mean several revisions have
to be made to the design that are likely not included in the
original quote.
A major component when outsourcing your website
design is to understand how your customers use your site.
Says Chris Barling, chief executive officer and co-founder of
Actinic Software: “We now understand that convenience is
one of the main reasons why people shop online. So in
design terms, we have to support this key driver. It means
things like fast-loading pages, clear layout, straightforward
navigation and searching, an emphasis on providing sufficient
space for full product information - to enable the decision to
buy to be made - and quick and easy checkout. These are a
given for any successful store.”
The cost of developing a presence on the web is now an
expense that no business can avoid. As a retail channel the
internet has proved itself over the past few years to be a
powerhouse of growth and potential that no business can
ignore. How much of your business’s resources you commit
to developing your website will be determined by your online
retail development plan that should lay out your current and
future plans to develop this component of your business.

Ongoing project
It is important to appreciate that website design is not a
project that can be completed and then forgotten. The art of
ecommerce requires that your site be constantly updated. The
better the content on your website the more successful and
profitable it will be. This equation has proved itself over the
past two years in particular, with billions of pounds now
spent via the online retail channel each year.
Outsourcing the updating of your website’s content is
possible, but could prove to be very expensive. Using content
management platforms like Adobe’s Contribute can offer a
cost-effective alternative to using an agency for site updates.
In this scenario you would have your site constructed, but
then use Contribute to refresh the content on any of your
site’s pages. As Contribute is a desktop application, it is
ideal for smaller enterprises. You still have to make a
substantial investment in your original site design, but once
this is delivered, you then take control over its content. This
hybrid approach to outsourcing your web design needs is
highly cost-effective.
Website construction has now become somewhat of a
commodity in the marketplace. Outsourcing the construction

LEFT: Convenience is one
of the main reasons why
people shop online

of your site can give your business a wide range of options to
choose from that will deliver the website you need. As with
any project, if you look carefully at your needs and stick to
your budget and schedule, your site should be live and
profitable in no time. But remember that after the initial build
phases you are in the driving seat with the content updates
and future development of your business’s online presence. SI

OUTSOURCING CHECKLIST
1. WRITE A DESIGN PLAN
Before you even begin to look for an agency or designer to create your website,
you must clearly understand your needs. Take some time to look at your store and
how your website will complement its activities. Your plan is the instructions your
web designer will use to create your site. The more detailed these instructions are
the better.
2. BUDGET YOUR PLAN
Many of the agencies that exist in the website design community offer fixed
package deals. These can be ideal for very small websites, but a fully functional
ecommerce site will require a more bespoke approach. Look at how much you can
afford to spend, and ensure the agency or freelancer you outsource to understands
the budget constraints they are working within.
3. MONITOR ACTIVITY
Websites can take some time to complete. It’s important that you monitor the
progress of your site’s design. Include in your contract set times to review the work
completed so far. This is especially important if you have decided to use an offshore
agency. Any problems can be quickly identified and a fix put in place so your project
stays on budget and schedule.
4. CHOOSE YOUR PARTNER
With so many web design agencies to choose from within the UK and offshore, it
can be a daunting task to choose the right one for your website. Look at your
competitors. Who built their websites? Look at other websites you admire, as the
designers responsible for these could be ideal for your project.
5. SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS
As web design can be a fluid undertaking it’s important to have clearly laid out in a
contract, or at least a service level agreement, what you expect for the money your
business is paying. This avoids any misunderstandings, and ensures that all parties
understand their responsibilities. Also, look closely at the costs of expanding your
site when you need to.
6. AFTER DELIVERY
Once your new website has been delivered it’s now your job to keep its content up
to date. The agency or designer you used should be able to offer a level of aftersales support with any technical issues that may arise. Often, the designers will also
host your website, which means they take care of any server issues. But content
management will largely be your contribution to the project.
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Athletic/School Clothing

VIGA

Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

Agents Required

• WATERPROOF JACKETS •
• GILET TOP •
• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS •
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS •
• VESTS •
• SHORTS •

Archery

Cricket Sweaters

Custom-made cricket sweaters

Archery suppliers since 1963

in club colours.
Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.

Bows, arrows, crossbows,
targets, accessories.
Tel:
Email:
Web:

Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229 Fax: 01900 829 009

01296 632573
admin@petron.info
www.petron.info

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

EPOS

Fitness, Yoga & Pilates

Goals

Sportswear

www.sports-insight.co.uk

Table Tennis

Are you missing out on
the latest industry news?
Do you need to be aware of
market trends or just want
to be in the know?
If the answer is yes, then subscribe to the
FREE, Sports Insight newsletter.
Offering all the news, views, trend reports
and comments directly to your inbox, the
Sports Insight newsletter is a must for anyone
in the industry.
Each week, the newsletter will include:
• The latest News headlines
• New Product launches
• Job Vacancies
• Exclusive Feature articles.
• Free-entry Competitions
Subscribe to our FREE newsletter online at

www.sports-insight.co.uk

NEW

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists
Phone: 0845 2600 780
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk

Fax: 0845 2600 790
W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

Wholesaler

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.uk
To advertise your business
in

Sports Insight

Contact Keith Marshall

email: keith@sports-insight.co.uk
tel: 01206 505947

www.sportsinsight.co.uk

To advertise here call 01206 505 947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
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SPORTS INSIGHT BUYERS' GUIDE 2008/9
Book Online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
Tel 01206 505947 or Email keith@sports-insight.co.uk
Teamwear

Football Collectables

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE
Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net
30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024
Merchandising
OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,
which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like
hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.
See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770
F: 0161 282 0733 E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Wholesaler

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football
souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery
• Latest Products and Designs
To place an order or request a catalogue:
Call 01392 354790 Fax 01392 354793
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk
Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS,
29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA

Fitness

www.sports-insight.co.uk

SPORTS INSIGHT BUYERS’ GUIDE 2009-10

BOOK NOW!

BOOK THE 09/10 ISSUE BEFORE THE 31ST DECEMBER
AND RECEIVE AN EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNT

Visit us online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
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TAIL-ENDER

UNDER
THE
COUNTER
A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing
Why do we go to work? “What sort of
damn-fool question is that?” you ask. To
earn money of course. For what other
possible reason would we stand behind a
counter all day hoping that someone
will be misguided enough to buy a
remaindered copy of Wayne
Rooney’s autobiography or a pair of
Taiwanese trainers?
Well, according to a new survey by City
and Guilds, that’s not the case at all. The
pollsters seem to believe that most of us go
to work because it’s such fun, the people we
work with are our best mates, the boss is a
really good egg
and getting paid is
just the icing on
the cake, if you’ll
pardon the culinary
mixed metaphors.

Unfriendly

On the second day I sneaked out for a
sandwich and a Coke in the park and rang
Norman who was thrilled to report that he
had just sold a football to a nun. When I got
back I was told that my absence had been
reported. “You’ve got to be one of the
team,” said the promotions manager. “You’ve
obviously worked on your own too long.”
In fact I’d never felt so solitary as in an
office packed
with 35 people.
Attempted
badinage with
the tea lady got
me a warning for
sexual
harassment and a
cup of tea that
tasted like hot
petrol. I’d forgotten how little work was done
in proper offices. One afternoon everything
stopped for a talk by a consultant in green
socks on ‘the tall poppy syndrome’ - sadly
nothing to do with gardening, but the latest
management gobbledygook for being jealous
of other people’s success.
Only on the last day did anyone actually
talk to me about work. A girl looking like a
cross-eyed Reese Witherspoon said that what
I had done was fine, but perhaps I should go
easy on the semi-colons. By now I was
yearning to get back to the shop - helping
Norman with the ‘Mirror’ junior crossword
and heating a pie at lunchtimes in the
microwave on top of the filing cabinet.
Happy days.
“You probably saw in the paper how
friendly offices like ours are,” the promotions
manager said as I left. “Perhaps we can fit
you in here again from time to time.” The
answer to that, I told him as I pocketed the
cheque, was on his T-shirt. SI

“The pollsters believe most of us go to work because it’s
such fun, the people we work with are our best mates, the
boss is a really good egg and getting paid is just the icing
on the cake - if you’ll pardon the culinary mixed
metaphors’”

All I can say is that
this is news to me.
I’m not particularly friendly with my devoted
assistant Norman - last Christmas he didn’t
even send me a card. And as for money, not a
week goes by when he doesn’t ask for a pay
rise even though he had a substantial increase
in 1996 and I gave him 10 per cent off a
cricket bat for his nephew.
So precisely who did the pollsters talk to?
Are big businesses, with their masses of staff,
just one big happy family? If my recent
experience is any guide, the answer to that
comes in three words: “Not bloody likely!”
It all started when I got myself a proper
job. Actually it wasn’t quite as bad as it
sounds. A friend who’s a major sports
equipment wholesaler offered a week’s stint
in his office putting together a glossy new
promotional brochure, and the opportunity to
burn someone else’s electricity and use a
grown-up coffee machine seemed too good
to miss.
Leaving Norman in charge of the shop
with strict instructions not to buy any fire66 SPORTS INSIGHT

damaged stock from men
in white vans or give
credit to anyone
with facial
piercings, I set
off for the office with high hopes. In fact it
was an unmitigated disaster from start to
finish, and my advice to anyone
contemplating looking for happiness and
contentment in a big office is that they should
tie themselves to the nearest drainpipe until
the feeling goes away.
Not having worked in a proper office since
the distant carbon-paper days of 1972, I

reckoned I might find a few changes. But
nothing could have prepared me for the reality.
The promotions manager looked about 14 and
was wearing an Armani suit and a T-shirt with
the message: ‘Sod That For A Game Of
Soldiers’. Glancing at my Fair Isle jumper, he
said: “You shouldn’t have dressed up. We like
to keep things casual here.”

Trembled
No one in the building was over 16 and the
place trembled with garage music. Languid
girls in denim looked at me as though I was
someone’s dad who had been told to wait in
the car. The atmosphere was horrible - all the
more strange because obviously no expense
had been spared to try to make everyone feel
at home. No one went out to the pub at
lunchtime like they did in my day. Now, it
seemed, you either sent out for a sushi or
looked for something edible in an office
kitchen filled with fruit juice, soya yogurt and
organic chocolate.
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Neo G VCS are Registered as Class 1 Medical
Devices by the 'MHRA' Is your current stock?
Neo G VCS Sports Supports are a medical Brand which are sold into Hospitals
and Physiotherapists world wide for many years, and are accepted by Doctors
as one of the few neoprene supports that actually speed up recovery through
our exclusive VCS ‘Variable Compression System’
Blood Flow Safety Variable Compression Fit & Comfort
In the past Physio’s and Hospitals were reluctant to
prescribe non-technical neprene supports, but they buy
and prescribe Neo G VCS supports, for the one most
important Medical reason, which is that the wearer is able
to increase or decrease the compression for fit, comfort
and Blood Flow Safety while they are actually wearing the
support. This is unlike all our competitors in the Medical
and Sports markets, which are usually unadjustable for
compression!
Neo G VCS gives all retailers an Unfair advantage
Because of the Unique Variable compression
construction Neo G VCS are universal size so you
only have to carry 25% of the stock you would
usually buy in for ‘XS,S,M,L,XL,XXL’ type supports!
And even with 75% less stock AND cost you would
still never lose a sale because you did not have the
correct size.

Neo G VCS offers
Medical Pedigree
Huge stock savings
Fantastic margins

Exclusive VCS Variable compression system
48 hour stock delivery
Free counter stands

Neo G VCS Supports are manufactured in an Audited
C.E. Medical manufacturing facility and are all rated
as Class 1 Medical Devices, Registered with the
MHRA the ‘Mediciines & Healthcare Regulatory
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Call 01423-552747 or email info@neo-g.co.uk
and place your order now

www.neo-g.co.uk
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